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Abstract
A country utilising nuclear energy is presumed to possess a sufficient
infrastructure to cover the education and research in this field, besides the
operating organisations of the plants and a regulatory body. The starting point of
public nuclear safety research programmes is that they provide the necessary
conditions for retaining the knowledge needed for ensuring the continuance of
safe and economic use of nuclear power, for development of new know-how and
for participation in international cooperation. In fact, the Finnish organisations
engaged in research in this sector have been an important resource which the
various ministries, the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK) and the
power companies have had at their disposal.
Ministry of employment and the economy appointed a group to write the
Framework Plan of the new programme. This report contains a proposal for the
general outline of the programme, entitled as SAFIR2018 (SAfety of Nuclear
Power Plants – FInnish National Research Programme). The plan has been made
for the period 2015–2018, but it is based on safety challenges identified for a
longer time span as well. Olkiluoto 3, the new nuclear power plant unit under
construction and new decisions-in-principle has also been taken into account in
the plan. The safety challenges set by the existing plants and the new projects, as
well as the ensuing research needs do, however, converge to a great extent. The
research programme is strongly based on the Chapter 7a of the Finnish Nuclear
Energy Act.
The construction of new power plants unit will increase the need for experts in
the field in Finland. At the same time, the retirement of the existing experts is
continuing. These factors together will call for more education and training, in
which active research activities play a key role. This situation also makes longterm safety research face a great challenge.
The Framework Plan aims to define the important research needs related to the
safety challenges. The research into these needs is the programme’s main
techno-scientific task. The programme is also to upkeep know-how in those areas
where no significant changes occur but in which dynamic research activities are
the absolute precondition for safe use of nuclear power.
MEE contact: Energy Department/Jorma Aurela, tel +358 50 5922109
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Preface
When nuclear technology was being implemented in Finland in the 1960s and
1970s, the significance of research in creating and developing know-how
regarding nuclear safety was already clear. Finland’s capacity for decisionmaking—independent of the suppliers of nuclear power plants and safety
assessments—has been developed systematically in national nuclear safety
research programmes since the beginning of the 1990s. The research programme
now under preparation is the fourth to cover the various areas of competence of
the safety research of nuclear power plants.
The planning of the new nuclear safety research programme coincides with the
completion of the research strategy for the nuclear power sector, covering the
period up to 2030, prepared under the supervision of the Ministry of Employment
and the Economy (MEE). The new national research strategy strongly emphasises
the significance of national programmes and sets new goals for increasing the
scientific level of research and its internationalisation. The significance of sufficient
resources and of the applicable infrastructure is also presented. The strategy
emphasises the importance of European research for Finland and the need to
develop business from the research. The above guidelines signposted the
preparation of the new framework plan of the safety research for nuclear power
plants.
The national nuclear power plant safety research programme SAFIR2014 is the
largest national research programme and a significant factor in the field.
SAFIR2014 research programme has received international recognition both in the
evaluation of the programme and in connection with the handling of the
Convention on Nuclear Safety. Earlier results of the research programme, a solid
framework plan with interesting research topics and high-quality results are
important for co-operation with new international partners.
The MEE started preparing the framework plan for the new national nuclear
power plant safety research programme at the beginning of April 2014. The
programme’s planning group has included representatives from all key
organizations participating in nuclear safety work along with experts in the field so
that 40 people in total have been preparing this new program.
Research creates expertise and vigilance for identifying safety issues. In its
work, the working group has accepted the challenge and, as a result, completely
new views on nuclear safety have been produced. The new structure of the
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research programme emphasises the management of the overall safety and
strongly emphasises the principles of defence in depth and supports the
emergence of multidisciplinary projects. As new topics, the interfaces of safety,
safety arrangements, nuclear material control and environmental control will now
also be included as a natural part of the research program.
The planning group has joined efforts admirably. Vivid and versatile discussion
on nuclear safety research took place during the work. The preparation process
has produced a solid and interesting research entity. The new framework plan is
one tangible step towards the implementation of the research strategy for the
nuclear power sector. The preparation work of the framework plan has created a
solid premise for the new SAFIR2018 research program.
Marja-Leena Järvinen
Chairman of the working group
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1.

Introduction

The Ministry of Employment and the Economy (MEE) is initiating a four-year national technical and
scientific research programme on the safety of nuclear power plants to take place between 2015 and
2018. The new programme is a continuation of earlier government-led nuclear safety programmes that
have proven their worth in maintaining and developing know-how. The safety research programme is
based on Chapter 7a (“Ensuring availability of expertise”) of the Finnish Nuclear Energy Act. In essence,
the programme covers the themes of the SAFIR2014 programme, which will end in 2014 [1, 2]. The
programme is funded by the Finnish State Nuclear Waste Management Fund (VYR), as well as other key
organisations operating in the area of nuclear energy. The annual funding of the SAFIR2014 programme
has been approximately EUR 10 million per year. During the new programme period, developing national
nuclear safety research infrastructures requires a significant increase in the VYR funding. The new
programme also aims for the funding used for research to remain constant or to increase slightly from
SAFIR2014. The abbreviation SAFIR2018 is used for the new research programme.
Parallel to the SAFIR2018 program, the MEE will prepare the annual VYR funding for VTT Centre for
Nuclear Safety (infrastructure, investments and laboratory rents). MEE proposes funding for the VYR in
connection with the rest of the project entity conformant to chapter 7a of the Nuclear Energy Act.
The planning period for the national research programme on nuclear power plant safety up to 2018
involves several licence procedures for new and existing power plants: the modernisation of the
automation for plant units Loviisa 1 and 2 continues, an operating licence application will be made for
Olkiluoto 3, and construction licence applications will be made for new nuclear power plant projects. A
construction permit for building a final disposal facility for used fuel has also been requested from the
Council of State. These processes are reflected in many ways in national safety research. Expertise
developed in publicly funded research programmes is applied to the licensing processes.
As new plant projects advance, more expert resources are needed. New projects have increased
international interest in nuclear safety work and research carried out in this area in Finland. The
construction of the new unit and other new projects have also increased the attractiveness of the field as
an employer, which is reflected in the growing number of students in the field, as well as in the number of
applicants to vacant positions.
Research in nuclear safety requires profound training and commitment. The research programme
serves as an important environment providing long-term activity, which is especially important now that the
research community is facing a generation change. A new generation of researchers has to be recruited
and engaged. The international evaluation of the current research programme [3] stated that the high
quality of results is partly due to long-term commitment to research by VTT and the Lappeenranta
University of Technology (LUT). Maintaining this kind of activity across different organisations in today’s
hectic world is indeed a challenge.
The licensing processes and the possibility of recruiting new personnel for safety-related research
projects give an opportunity for experts of different ages to work together, facilitating the transfer of
knowledge between generations. This ensures that the available experience of running nuclear power
plants is exploited in the best possible manner.
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Globalisation and networking highlight the importance of national safety research. This creates pressure
to unify nuclear safety requirements and supervision procedures. Currently there are many projects related
to national regulations and international safety requirements and guidelines. As of the writing of this
document, the European Union is about to receive a directive amending the Nuclear Safety Directive of
2009 and the IAEA Convention on Nuclear Safety is also being reformed.
The structural reform of the regulatory guides for nuclear power plants (YVL guides) has just been
completed. The thorough revision of IAEA safety standards, launched in 1996, now aims at developing
nuclear safety in the member countries, rather than retaining the minimum level. In 1998, the leaders of
nuclear safety authorities within the EU member states that use nuclear power established the cooperation
forum WENRA (Western European Nuclear Regulators’ Association). Its mission is to respond to the public
expectations concerning nuclear safety and to secure an equitable environment for the use of nuclear
power in all European countries. WENRA also has a significant role also in the reform of the Nuclear
Safety Directive and in many tasks such as the new topic-specific peer assessments.
The MEE Competence Committee specified both the current personnel resource and research
infrastructure as well as the future needs in 2012 [4]. Many of the recommendations of the committee
affect research work. In addition, the recommendations of the workgroup that drafted the MEE Research
strategy for the nuclear power sector in 2013–2014 have served as the basis of this framework plan [5].
SAFIR is the largest national research programme and significantly develops infrastructure. An increase of
the scientific level of research and stronger investment in internationalisation will be seen in the framework
of SAFIR. Many current researchers in the doctorate programme network perform SAFIR research.
The Ministry of Employment and the Economy and the Finnish State Nuclear Waste Management Fund
appointed the administrative organisation and director of the new research programme on the basis of a
public tendering process in December 2013, and appointed the members of the working group from
representatives of central organisations taking part in nuclear safety work [6]. The objective of the working
group was to produce the framework plan for the research programme, as well as a proposal for its
organisation.
The working group started its active work in April 2014. The working group has supplemented its
expertise by consulting experts, and approximately 40 professionals from different organisations have
taken part in the planning. During the process, the working group was subdivided into three separate
teams that will form the fields of research of the SAFIR2018 programme. As part of the planning process, a
SAFIR2018 workshop was held in May 2014 in Dipoli. Approximately 30 delegates attended the seminar.
The group assignments of the seminar, which the teams have since developed further, have made a great
contribution to creating the framework plan.
The international evaluation of the SAFIR2014 programme ordered by the MEE, whose final report was
published in March 2014 [3], has also provided valuable input into the planning process. The evaluation
panel’s recommendations for the next programme were:

the SAFIR programme should cover the entire research field

the future programme should emphasise themes and not just areas of research

new research topics can be identified within nuclear power plant maintenance and operating work

the programme funding should correspond to the requirements set in the report of the
Competence Committee

more international events should be arranged in Finland in connection with the SAFIR
programmes

it should also be possible to finance researcher training within SAFIR

the recommendations of earlier international assessments should be taken into consideration in
further development

the programme administration should focus on self-assessment, flexibility, strategic assessment
and lightweight administration

9

The evaluation panel’s recommendations were taken into account in the SAFIR2018 framework plan.
They will also be applied to future project proposals and the forthcoming operational management
handbook revision.
The Finnish National Research Programme on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants SAFIR2018 will
begin with a public call for research proposals in September 2014. The MEE will appoint the steering group
for the new research programme in autumn 2014. The programme will start at the beginning of 2015.
This document presents a proposal for the organisation of the programme, describes the operating
environment, and elaborates on the research areas of SAFIR2018 and on their needs for research. The
research areas and needs are based on the knowledge at the time the framework plan is drafted. The
research programme takes into account possible changes in the operating environment and, if new
challenges manifest themselves, new research projects supporting the objectives of the programme can
be included.
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2.

Organisation of the Research Programme

2.1

Purpose of the programme and societal impact goals

In accordance with Chapter 7a of the Finnish Nuclear Energy Act enacted in 2004, the objective of the
SAFIR2018 research programme is to ensure that should new matters related to the safe use of nuclear
power plants arise, the authorities possess sufficient technical expertise and other competence required
for rapidly determining the significance of these matters. High scientific quality is required of the research
projects in the programme. Their results must be available for publication, and their usability must not be
restricted to the power plants of a single licence holder.
The programme covers the themes of the SAFIR2014 programme, which will end in 2014: human and
organisation activity, automation, fuel research, thermal hydraulic methods, research on severe accidents,
primary coolant circuit research, research on structures and research on probabilistic methods. These
areas are already included in the supplement to SAFIR2014 programme prepared in response to the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident caused by the 2011 earthquake and the subsequent
tsunami in Japan. When new information on accident-impacted facilities is obtained and when the
assessments on organisations and the actions of the Japanese society are completed, it can be assumed
that new international accident-management research projects will be started. As new topics, the
interfaces for safety, safety arrangements, nuclear material supervision and environmental supervision
have been added to the research programme.
Management of the overall safety and attention to issues that are essential to the safety of a nuclear
power plant are increasingly important when preparing for very long-term use of the existing nuclear power
plants and for new plant projects. Understanding the roles and modus operandi of the various actors, both
those participating in the plant project and its assessment, as well as the societal actors, in a networked
world comprise an important whole in the research programme. The area of the research programme
covers several topics, such as nuclear fuel, structural barriers, and the functioning of organisations and
societal studies where synergy benefits with the National Research Programme on Nuclear Waste
Management (KYT2018) can be identified.
The new programme also aims to maintain constant funding for research or to raise funding slightly
from SAFIR2014. The goal is to increase the size of the programme by obtaining more international
funding. Nuclear safety research is expected to grow significantly after the programme period along with
the development of the national infrastructure needed for nuclear safety research. VTT Centre for Nuclear
Safety together with the experimental facilities at the Lappeenranta University of Technology will form the
key development areas.
The research programme will create competence, joint activities and networking. The SAFIR2018
programme’s planning group defined the following as the mission for national nuclear safety programmes:
National nuclear safety research develops and creates expertise, experimental facilities as
well as computational and assessment methods for solving future safety issues.
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The vision of SAFIR2018 was defined as follows:
The SAFIR2018 research community is a vigilant, internationally recognised and strongly
networked competence pool that carries out research on topics relevant to the safety of
Finnish nuclear power plants on a high scientific level and with modern methods and
experimental facilities.
The SAFIR2018 research programme targets funding to the strongest research areas on the safety of
Finnish nuclear power plants while seeing to the diversity and renewal of the research. The research
programme supports the development of a sufficient and internationally competitive pool of researchers,
considering the goals set for nuclear safety research and the areas of strength of the research. The
projects in the research programme are aimed at strategically chosen, targeted collaboration with
European and international research programmes and with the research organisations of countries that
develop the use of nuclear energy.
The societal impact indicators of SAFIR2018 research programme are presented on the table in figure
2.1.

Indicator
Situation 2014
Target 2018
Note!
Programme volume
The volume of the programme as
proportional to Euratom’s nuclear
safety research
International funding:
number of projects with int’l funding;
volume of int'l funding;
share of projects with int’l funding;
participation fees for int’l projects
Implementation
level:
method
development
Implementation level: equipment and
infrastructure
Nuclear safety indicators:
availability of competence, OTR
assessment *)
Research into business:
Finnish orders;
int’l orders
Spin-offs:
Number
*) OTR assessment: academic expert tasks, assessment in 2015 and 2018
Figure 2.1 Societal impact indicators of SAFIR2018 research programme.
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2.2

Starting of the programme

The MEE started preparations for the research programme in September 2013 with a call for tender from
organisations that could conduct the research programme’s administration project. MEE chose the
administration organisation and director of the new programme in December 2013.
In March 2014, the MEE appointed the members of the planning group from representatives of central
organisations taking part in nuclear safety activity. The objective of the planning group was to produce the
framework plan for the research programme, as well as a proposal for its organisation. The working group
was authorised when necessary to supplement its expertise by consulting permanent or temporary
experts.
The working group started its work in April 2014. The working group has supplemented its expertise by
consulting experts, and approximately 40 professionals from different organisations have taken part in the
planning. The working group assembled and worked as a single body, but three groups were formed to
write up proposals, one for each research area of the coming programme, along with a fourth group to
discuss the management structure and general topics. As part of the planning process, a workshop was
held in Dipoli with over 30 delegates. The work of the workshop groups laid the foundation for the content
of the framework plan. The new research programme spans four years from the beginning of 2015. The
MEE will appoint the management board of the new research programme and will publish the call for
proposals for the 2015 research projects in autumn 2014.

2.3

Programme administration

The programme’s operating model consists of a management board and three research area steering
groups working under its supervision, as well as reference groups that concentrate on the content control
of the projects (figure 2.2). The administration of the programme is conducted by the administrative unit
and programme director appointed on the basis of the call for tender.
The research areas of the SAFIR2018 programme are:


Plant safety and systems engineering



Reactor safety



Structural safety and materials

The research will be carried out in projects led by project managers. The research topics of the projects
may be related to one or more research areas but administratively, each project will be placed in one
research area. Projects are also placed in a reference group assigned by the steering group of the
research area.
The administrative practices of the research programme will be described in detail in an operational
management handbook. The principle of independence will be applied in selecting and monitoring the
projects. Thus, a person working on a project cannot be a member of the programme's steering group or
the reference group of the research area in question.
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Figure 2.2 Structure of the programme’s administration. Each project belongs to one reference group and
its topic may be related to one or several research areas. The reference groups of the SAFIR2018
programme will be confirmed once the programme has started.
The MEE will appoint a management board for the programme that includes representatives of central
nuclear safety organisations. The management board will nominate the research area steering groups and
reference groups. The management board also appoints the chairpersons and members of the steering
and reference groups. A reference group will be appointed in the SAFIR2018 programme for the
development of research infrastructure.
2.3.1

Management board

The management board is responsible for the programme as a whole and its results so that the
programme meets the statutory requirements. The management board also decides on the project
portfolio, monitors the implementation of the research programme and updates the framework plan for call
for proposals, if needed. The management board prepares a proposal for the MEE on the projects for the
14

next year, and the MEE will prepare a statutory funding proposal to VYR after receiving a statement from
STUK.
The chair of the management board is appointed from the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority
(STUK) and the director of the programme acts as secretary. One representative from each power
company in the nuclear energy sector will be selected for the management board, along with a
representative from every significant research institution and university carrying our nuclear research or
education, and a representative from the Ministry of Employment and the Economy (MEE) and the Finnish
Funding Agency for Innovation (Tekes). The MEE contact person will also serve as the Finnish State
Nuclear Waste Management Fund (VYR) contact person. A deputy member will be appointed for each
member. The management board’s mandate will end on 31 March 2019. The participating organisations
will pay for the participation expenses of their representatives.
The decisions of the management board will be recorded in meeting minutes that will be distributed to
the organisations taking part in the SAFIR2018 programme, as well as separately to other stakeholders.
The management board will meet when needed and, as a general rule, three times a year (March, June,
December).
2.3.2

Research area steering groups

The research areas are responsible for the compliance and results of the research programme in their
respective fields; they prepare the calls for proposals for their fields, evaluate research project proposals
and place the projects in reference groups. The groups also promote the emergence of multidisciplinary
research projects and are responsible for updates to the research areas’ plans and annual areas of focus.
The steering group can propose to establish new reference groups in its own area and also propose
multidisciplinary groups to the management board.
The steering groups are responsible for monitoring the research projects in their fields and for reporting
to the management board. They also rely on the competence of the reference groups when monitoring the
progress of research in the projects and when otherwise necessary. The steering groups must ensure that
the achieved results and realised costs of the projects are in line with the funding decisions. The steering
group will approve changes to the proportions of partial tasks within a research project, when proposed by
the support groups, if they require changes to funding. The steering group also approves the
corresponding changes in funding.
The chair of the steering group of the area is appointed from STUK and the director of the programme
acts as secretary. One representative from each power company in the nuclear energy sector will be
appointed to the control group. A deputy member will be appointed for each control group member.
The decisions of the steering group and its proposals for the management board will be documented in
minutes distributed to the management group, reference groups and the project managers involved. The
steering group will meet when needed and, as a general rule, three times a year (February, May,
November). The results of the research projects of the preceding year and the updated project plans of the
starting year will be assessed in the February meeting. The February meeting will be arranged after the
area’s reference group meetings or will be combined with them.
2.3.3

Reference groups

The reference groups are responsible for the scientific guidance of the research and decide on changes to
plans concerning their research content as the work progresses. A reference group can continue
throughout the project period or may be set up for only a single project. The members of the reference
groups may evaluate the scientific level and content of the research project proposals upon request of the
steering group of the research area.
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The management board will confirm the topics and composition of the reference groups based on the
proposal of the steering groups of the research areas. New reference groups can be set up and old ones
terminated during the programme.
The chairperson of a support group is a representative of a nuclear energy company or STUK or
another recognised expert in the field. Its secretary will be a project manager on a rotary basis. Experts of
the topic will be appointed for the reference group so that each company in the nuclear energy sector,
STUK and the research organisations responsible for the projects in the group are represented by at least
one person; when necessary, other experts will be included. A deputy member will be appointed for each
support group member.
Minutes are prepared of the meetings of the reference groups, in which any decisions concerning the
content of the projects and the proposals to be made to the steering groups of the research areas will be
documented. The minutes will be distributed to the management board, the research area steering groups
and the project managers in question. The reference group will meet when needed and, as a general rule,
three times a year (February, May, October).
2.3.4

Programme director and administration organisation

The programme director and the administrative organisation are responsible for the administration of the
programme. They are chosen based on tendering. The duties of the director and the administrative
organisation will be specified in a separate annual order and an appended offer.
The director and the administrative organisation prepare the meetings of the management board and
implement its decisions; maintain the website and the brochures of the programme; take care of
international cooperation at the programme level and promote international collaboration. The programme
director and the administrative organisation also prepare topics to be discussed in the research area
steering groups and see to the co-ordination between reference groups and projects. Twice a year (at the
end of October and January) , the programme director and administrative organisation collect cost
summaries and content-based progress reports of the projects assessed by the reference groups for the
steering group meetings for the purpose of approving the invoicing. The programme director will participate
in the meetings of the management board, the research area steering groups and the reference groups.
The director and the administrative organisation prepare the annual plan for the programme, as well as
the annual report, progress reports and other required reports and follow up on costs to serve as a basis
for invoicing VYR. The administrative organisation co-ordinates the annual call for proposals for VYRfunded projects in accordance with the guidelines set out by the MEE and the management board.
The programme director and the administrative organisation develop the activities of the programme
and maintain an operational management handbook and other guidelines internal to the programme.
The programme director and administrative organisation of the programme organise the interim and
final seminars required by the decisions of the management board, as well as other common functions of
the programme.
The director of the programme and the administrative organisation also assist the MEE in other tasks
related to the programme.
2.3.5

Project manager, research group and research execution organisation

The research projects are led by a project manager who participates in the research activities together with
other researchers in the project. The project manager and the organisation the manager represents are
responsible for executing their project according to the project plan and the budget, and according to the
decisions of the steering group of the research area. The project manager is responsible for the content
realisation of the project and manages communication with the project´s research group, other projects,
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the reference group guiding the project and the programme management, and is responsible for the
reporting obligations set for the projects in the programme.

2.4

Project types and procedure for calls for proposals

The research projects in the programme must have ambitious goals and high quality by international
standards. The projects can be applied or ones that develop and maintain basic competence. Applied
projects can create new scientific results or apply known results to practical use in a new way. Projects
that maintain and develop basic competence ensure that Finland has the experimental facilities deemed
necessary, validated methods and personnel versed in the use of them.
The project plan must demonstrate the novelty of the research and show how the project will strengthen
Finnish competence in nuclear safety while promoting international networking and collaboration among
the actors in the area. International good practices are mainly developed for nuclear safety research;
however the application of practices from other industries may also be a suitable research topic. Theses
prove the qualification of the researchers and the scientific novelty of the findings. However, writing a
doctorate thesis is not a sufficient goal per se. The topic of the work must also be of significance to the
research programme.
Clear goals and tasks must be set for each project funded in the programme. The reference groups and
the research areas must be able to assess how the goals have been met during the project year and at its
end. The plan for each project year must contain at least interim goals that can be assessed in October
and the goals for the entire project year that are assessed at the end of the project year.
A call for proposals will be announced annually in early autumn regarding projects proposed for funding
by VYR. Project proposals can be made for one or several years. If funding is granted for a project longer
than one year, further funding will generally be granted for it according to the project plan. However, it is
possible to propose to VYR that the funding be decreased from the original plan by decision of the
management board. In particular, the assessment considers whether the project has progressed as
planned and whether changes in the operating environment have affected how effectively the project’s
goals can be met or their significance.
In addition to actual research projects, the SAFIR2018 management board can annually initiate small
studies with the order procedure. Decisions on the study projects will be made after the funding decisions
for the actual call for proposals. The study projects will support the implementation of the framework plan
in topics where actual research projects are not started. They can also be used to introduce new topics.
The selection criteria for project proposals in the project entity presented to VYR are the projects’ ability
to develop expertise, methods and experimental activities and networking in the field (see the SAFIR2018
vision, and programme impact and result indicators). In particular, the implementation of the requirement of
chapter 7a of the Nuclear Energy Act will receive special attention. The requirement is to ensure that the
authorities have sufficient expertise and methods at their immediate disposal if it is necessary to assess
the safety significance of new issues that may emerge.
The steering groups of the research areas in the SAFIR2018 programme assess the project proposals,
and the programme’s management board will make an annual proposal to the MEE on the research
project entity. The MEE will make a proposal to VYR of one project entity that meets the requirements of
the Nuclear Energy Act after consulting with STUK. The funding proposal for projects of more than one
year may differ from the plan proposed at the beginning of the project, as the emphases of the research
programme’s goals or the projects’ competitive situations change. The management group may also
propose that a multi-year project be terminated. The selection procedure for research projects is described
in detail in the research programme’s operational management guide.
During the project evaluation phase, the management board has the possibility to negotiate with the
parties making project proposals and with the funders on changing the goals and funding, and on
combining project proposals into larger entities. It is also possible to propose projects for the research
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programme for which funding is not sought from VYR. The management group will decide whether to
include them. A common criterion for all research projects within the programme is compliance with the
framework plan.
When planning the projects and defining the funding share sought from VYR, the nature of the work
carried out in the project must be taken into account. The project must consist of partial tasks aiming at a
consistent goal and it must have clear interim goals, the attaining of which can be assessed during the
project year and at its end. In the SAFIR2018 programme, the goal is to form research entities on average
larger than those of the SAFIR2014 programme.
Research institutions, organisations carrying out technological research and universities may receive
VYR funding for up to 70% of the project’s total expenses. For the participation fees related to international
treaties, however, 100% VYR funding is possible. Funding can also be granted to companies that are truly
committed to the field of research. In addition, the de minimis rule of the EU state subsidy regulations will
be applied to companies. If necessary, the EU Commission will be notified of the research programme by
decision of the MEE.

2.5

Results of the research programme

The research programme can be assessed from four perspectives: impact, resources and renewal,
processes and structures, and economy.
The impact of the research programme is principally measured by how well it succeeds in fulfilling its
mission: The societal indicators of the impact are presented in connection with the programme goals in
section 2.1.
The results of the projects in the research programme and the attainment of the goals can be measured
with the documented feedback obtained from the end users of the research programme, the number of
publications produced in the projects and with respect to the goal set for the implementation of methods
and infrastructure. Independent national and international evaluations measure the positioning of the
research programme and its research areas in the international field.
Indicator
Publication points:
journal
articles;
peer-reviewed
proceedings publications: research
reports: other publications
Usability and level/quality of the
research reports:
result
assessments
of
the
assessment form; quantities in
different classes
Theses:
master’s theses and licentiate
theses;
doctoral theses
Researcher exchange:
int’l researchers to Finland;
Finnish researchers abroad

Situation 2014

Target 2018

Figure 2.3 Result and quality indicators of SAFIR2018 research programme.
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Note!

With respect to resources and renewal, direct indicators of the project’s training impact are the academic
theses produced in the projects, actual research work years, researcher exchange abroad/to Finland and
the number of spin-offs produced by the research.
With respect to the research programme’s processes and structures, the programme is evaluated on
the basis of internal audits and enquiries. The annual management board review will assess the need for
development of the operating processes and decide on improvements to the processes and structures.
Financial indicators, the volume of the research programme and the person years as well as the
funding, presented in section 2.1, partially reflect the societal impact of the programme. The quantity of
resources required by project administration must be well justified and in proportion to the size of the
project.
The result and quality indicators of SAFIR2018 are presented in figure 2.3.

2.6

Principles of publicity, rights and responsibilities

The instruments, machines, software and results obtained or developed in the research programme are
the property of the performing organisation unless otherwise agreed.
Decisions concerning the publication of research results will be made between the contact person
named in the funding agreement and the organisation responsible for the research. As a general rule,
research results have to be publishable (Nuclear Energy Act, Section 53 d). Publications from the research
programme will be collected annually for delivery in the suitable format for internal use by the organisations
participating in the research programme.
If the express aim of a project is to develop new software either entirely or mostly with VYR funding, the
official bodies and other organisations taking part in the research programme have the right to use the
named software according to specified terms. Charges for use of the software will be agreed on a case-bycase basis.
The organisation with the main responsibility for a research project is in charge of the completion and
reporting of the research, in accordance with the agreement between the orderer (VYR or another
organisation) and the organisation with the main responsibility. The project manager of the organisation
with the main responsibility is the contact person. The organisation with the main responsibility is
responsible for the appropriate archiving of research results in line with the operational management
handbook. Funding terms attached to orders define the invoicing schedule and conditions.
The administrative organisation appointed based on the call for tenders and the programme director are
responsible of the administration of the programme. The responsibilities of the administrative organisation
are defined in the order and the appended financing terms of the administrative project.
All VYR-funded projects must aim to provide their Finnish participants with open access to the research
outcomes.

2.7

Communication on the research and information exchange

The research programme plays a significant role in educating a new generation of experts and in
knowledge transfer. Learning takes place by participating in research work under the guidance of more
experienced researchers. University theses are part of the reporting of the results. High-quality research,
international collaboration and novel connections with new areas of science and technology deepen and
broaden the competence of the more experienced researchers as well.
Attaining comprehensive competence requires postgraduate studies and a doctoral thesis. The
production of doctoral and other theses is one of the result indicators of the SAFIR2018 programme.
Postgraduate studies also increase the long-term nature of research and produce publications that
increase the scientific level.
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Work with the programme’s management board, the steering groups and the reference groups is also
important for information exchange. The research results are spread to the end users while the needs for
research are distributed to researchers. The programme’s seminars also serve as efficient channels for
information exchange.
Safety research funded by VYR is explicitly defined in the Nuclear Energy Act to apply to existing power
plants and plants under construction. However, the research programme also aims to promote the
exchange of information related to next-generation reactors and research topics at the interfaces with
respect to the SAFIR2018 programme content (e.g., the KYT2018 programme).

2.8
Connections with nuclear energy research and doctorate training
programmes in Finland
Nuclear energy research in Finland is divided among diverse organisations. Most of the publicly funded
research and development is conducted at the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT). Other major
research institutions are Aalto University, Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT), the Geological
Survey of Finland (GTK), the Finnish Meteorological Institute and the Universities of Helsinki, Eastern
Finland and Jyväskylä and the Tampere University of Technology. In addition, STUK, Fortum,
Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (TVO) and Posiva Oy have funded their own research and various projects
conducted outside of Finland.
The total scope of nuclear energy research in Finland is approximately 75 million euros annually. The
most significant funders of the research are VYR, Tekes, Euratom and the Academy of Finland. Other
providers of financing include VTT, STUK, the universities, power companies and various EU funding
channels.
More than half of the research funding has been applied to nuclear waste management research. Most
of that is research funded by the owners of Posiva Oy, focusing on the safe disposal of nuclear waste. A
major role is played by the ONKALO research facility in Olkiluoto. The Finnish Research Programme on
Nuclear Waste Management KYT2014 (2010–2014) is implementing some of the technical and scientific
projects of the previous programme phase, with the aim of reinforcing national competence. The objective
is to develop and maintain the basic competence needed for carrying out the planned nuclear waste
management solutions in Finland. The projects are divided into strategic analyses and projects that deal
with the long-term safety of the geological disposal of spent fuel. The KYT2014 research projects involve
VTT, GTK and several universities. The new research programme, KYT2018, is under preparation in
conjunction with the preparation of SAFIR2018.
The SAFIR2014 nuclear safety research programme has accounted for approximately half of all the
nuclear safety research in Finland by volume. Other nuclear safety research comprises projects funded
exclusively or jointly by power companies, research institutions and universities. Research conducted by
Fortum focuses on questions concerning Loviisa VVER-440-type plants, for instance in relation to material
aging, thermal hydraulics, nuclear fuel, reactor technology and plant technology. TVO’s research focuses
on matters such as fuel and specific questions concerning the Olkiluoto 1 and 2 plant units. VTT has
conducted reactor safety research outside of SAFIR2014, particularly within Euratom projects. Other
research funded by VTT includes research on next-generation reactors (GenIV) and the development of
internal competence that cannot be included in national research programmes.
Of the call for proposals aimed at the nuclear technology field in 2011 by the Academy of Finland, four
projects are funded in Aalto university, the University of Helsinki, the Lappeenranta University of
Technology and VTT (2012–2016, total volume 3 million euros). Two of the projects model the radiation
damage mechanisms of structural materials and other aging mechanisms of the fuel cladding while the
other half of the projects concentrates on the multiphysical modelling of the existing and fourth-generation
reactor cores. National research collaboration has been strengthened, particularly between VTT, Aalto
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University and the Lappeenranta University of Technology, by participating in infrastructure roadmap
projects of the Academy of Finland and in the preparation of the “New Energy” programme.
The main aim of the Research Partnership in Fusion Energy (Euratom–Tekes association until 2013,
from then on the EUROfusion Consortium) is to develop technology that interests Finnish industry for the
ITER experimental reactor, and to participate in a carefully focused manner in fusion research being
conducted in the EU alongside ITER. The research areas of the technology programme are fusion plasma
research, plasma–wall interactions, fusion reactor material research, the development of superconductive
wires, remote controlled maintenance systems and systemic studies. The focal points of Finnish fusion
energy research are evaluated according to the focal points of the European Fusion Programme, which
ensures maximum benefits for the product deliveries and competence development of Finnish companies.
In January 2013, the MEE appointed a committee to prepare the research strategy for the nuclear
energy field until 2030. The preparation was based on the report of the national competence workgroup on
the nuclear energy field that finished its work in March 2012 [4]. The strategies were published in April
2014 [5]. Of the recommendations in the strategy, “The areas of focus of the nuclear energy research must
be assembled into broad national programmes” touches the SAFIR2018 programme directly. The
recommendation states that the basis for nuclear safety and nuclear waste management research is still
comprised of national research programmes in these areas. In addition, it is recommended that national
research programmes for radiation safety research and future nuclear energy research (fission and fusion)
be set up.
Universities, research institutions, authorities and the industry must be committed to supporting a multisector and multidisciplinary doctorate programme network and to the long-term funding of researcher
training. The SAFIR programmes play an important role in supporting researcher training in the field of
nuclear safety. The collaboration of all organisations is essential, particularly with respect to the exchange
of the researchers across sector boundaries. The Doctoral Programme for Nuclear Engineering and
Radiochemistry, active in 2012–2015, co-ordinated by Aalto University is a real-life example of broad-scale
collaboration partially funded by the power companies along with the Academy of Finland. The doctoral
programme has researchers working on their doctoral theses in Aalto University, the University of Helsinki,
the Lappeenranta University of Technology and VTT.

2.9

International co-operation

2.9.1

International co-operation as part of the research programme

International co-operation is a necessity in the nuclear power field, particularly for small nuclear power
countries such as Finland. Co-operation enables access to larger research projects in Europe and
elsewhere, thus ensuring a sustainable critical mass of necessary competence. In addition, co-operation
allows for supplementing our own know-how with the know-how of others and gaining access to resources
not available in Finland. The supplementary resources can also make available equipment and software
whose use in Finland would otherwise remain limited or whose maintenance would not be possible [5].
The international co-operation included in the research programme must support the implementation of
the goals of the research programme and benefit Finnish nuclear safety research as efficiently as possible.
In the SAFIR2014 programme, international research collaboration emphasises large OECD/NEA test
projects as well as participation both in the Nordic NKS collaboration and on various committees of the
OECD/NEA and IAEA. Only a small portion of committee work has taken place directly as part of research
programme projects. Finland’s participation in the USR NRC CAMP and CSARP projects has also been
channelled through the research programme. Some of the EURATOM seventh framework programme
projects with Finnish participation have been presented at the meetings of the support groups but the
projects have not been part of the national research programme.
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In OECD-NEA test projects, the MEE has appointed a research institute (usually VTT or LUT) as the
Finnish representative in the project. The steering group of the SAFIR2014 programme has appointed
Finland’s representatives for the project’s steering and programme groups, and decided whether the
project belongs or is reported on in a research project of the research programme. It has been possible to
pay the participation fee of the project directly from VYR funding but the jointly funded part of the SAFIR
research project has been applied to the monitoring of the project and any analyses that may have been
needed.
The forms and practical implementation of international co-operation are discussed below from the
perspective of the SAFIR2018 programme. It must be considered, though, that international co-operation is
bidirectional. Results from earlier programmes, a strong framework plan and an interesting research entity
of the new programme with subsequent high-quality results are what make the SAFIR2018 programme an
internationally desired contract partner.
2.9.2

Forms of international co-operation in the programme

In the new programme, the established praxis for the OECD/NEA test projects that has proven functional
should be continued. Particular attention must be paid to the existing projects which continue over the
change from one research programme to the next; these existing projects should be associated with the
research programmes of the new programme to ensure the utilisation of the findings of the projects ending
during the term of the new programme. It is also important to more effectively use the test results as part of
the training of new researchers and international networking, as well as in presenting research expertise,
as part of the new programme. The volume and emphasis of the coming OECD/NEA test programmes will
significantly affect the volume of the co-operation in the SAFIR2018 programme.
The NKS collaboration is expected to continue as usual, while certain subtasks of the separate NKS
projects are part of the SAFIR2018 programme. The total volume of the NKS programme is rather small (1
million euros for research). Therefore, collaboration within the framework of the SAFIR2018 programme
should be expected to remain approximately at the current level. Collaboration with the Nordic
NORTHNET thermal hydraulic network is also expected to continue as in the past.
The US NRC collaboration emphasises collaboration carried out within the framework of the CAMP and
CSARP agreements, which make the US NRC nuclear safety analysis software TRACE/PARCS and
MELCOR available. The present CAMP agreement period covers 2012–2017 while the CSARP agreement
period covers 2013–2015.
In the new research programme, participation in the IAEA and OECD/NEA committee and workgroup
activities is also important. The research programme has not been and cannot be the main source of
funding of this collaboration. Instead, participating organisations mostly finance their participation
themselves or from other sources. This work can be included in the research programme within the
available resources when the work directly serves the purpose of the research project or research project
entity in question and produces clear research output that can be reported to the research programme.
The same applies to summer schools arranged by the IAEA, OECD/NEA or ETSON for junior researchers.
The most challenging areas of the international collaboration of the SAFIR2018 programme are
collaboration with EU projects and the NUGENIA community’s research projects based on agreements.
With both of these, it should be ensured that the collaboration promotes the realisation of the research
programme’s goals. In addition, collaboration should benefits Finnish nuclear safety research as
significantly as possible and should be able to be implemented within VYR’s funding terms.
As a community dedicated to research on second and third generation fission reactors, the NUGENIA
Association is a natural partner for the SAFIR2018 programme. NUGENIA is part of EURATOM’s
Sustainable Energy Technology Platform (SNETP).
The Jules Horowitz research reactor (JHR) to be built in France will be the key reactor in Europe
concentrating on research into materials and fuel. The new reactor is scheduled for completion by around
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2019. Through VTT, Finland will have a 2% share of the research reactor’s operating time and expenses.
Planning for the utilisation of the JHR must be commenced in the SAFIR2018 programme. Through the
representation of VTT and STUK, Finland participates in all significant decision bodies and workgroups
related to the planning of the use of the JHR. When the JHR begins, the research on nuclear fuel covered
by the SAFIR research programmes can be expected to decrease, as the OECD/NEA Halden research
reactor nears the end of its useful life and part of the fuel research in the current SAFIR programme is
moved to the JHR. Although the first tests with the JHR reactor will probably not be made until the first half
of the coming decade, the planning of the test programmes has already been started and must also be
carried out in Finland in the SAFIR2018 programme period. The Halden collaboration has also served as a
channel for funding the SAFIR programmes.
The nuclear energy research strategy published by the MEE in 2014 identifies existing, emerging and
potential countries for bilateral collaboration where collaboration can take place either within the framework
of a collaboration agreement between two existing organisations or through “Team Finland” activities
between several Finnish organisations. Insofar as such collaboration meets the goals set for national
nuclear safety research programmes and has been approved by the executive bodies of the research
programme, proceeding on a case-by-case basis is recommended. Where commercial aspects play a
significant role, the natural place of the collaboration is outside of the research programme.
2.9.3

Practical implementation

The essential components in the practical implementation of collaboration are agreements, rights and
obligations of the programme and international partners with respect to tasks and the ownership, use and
publishing rights of the output.
For the OECD/NEA test projects, the present operating model - the MEE appoints the organisation
representing Finland, the management board adds the project as part of a SAFIR2018 research project
and appoints the representatives of the steering and programme groups - has proven functional. At the
decision-making stage, attention should be paid to internal Finnish communication within the programme
and the possibility to utilise the results of the test programme have been ensured in the SAFIR2018 project
plan.
Similarly, the present operating model need not be changed for the SAFIR2018 programme with
respect to NKS and NORTHNET projects.
In the SAFIR2018 programme, it is still recommended that international research projects be primarily
associated with the large and long-term research projects where their topic naturally belongs. In the
research project, then, attention must be paid to the genuine and speedy utilisation of the results and
appropriate dissemination of the output to other organisations and projects in the research programme that
may utilise them for their own purposes. Collaboration related to the CAMP agreement, through which the
US NRC’s TRACE/PARCS software is made available, should continue to be included in a suitable project
in the field of thermal hydraulics. Collaboration related to the CSARP agreement, through which the US
NRC’s software for the analysis of severe accidents, MELCOR, is made available, should be included in a
suitable project in the field of severe accidents.
In collaboration projects with the eighth framework programme of Euratom and with the NUGENIA
community, the rights and obligations of the programme and the international partners must be clearly
defined. The terms of contract must be in line with the VYR terms. Similarly, the terms of agreement
regarding ownership, use and publishing of the results must be in line with the VYR terms.
In addition, JHR collaboration in connection with the SAFIR2018 programme requires a separate
agreement model when the collaboration becomes current.
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3.

Research

3.1

SAFIR2018 operating environment—challenges and research needs

3.1.1

On the operating environment

The planning period of national nuclear safety research for nuclear power plants until 2018 involveslife
cycle licensing processes and safety evaluations of nuclear power plants that are in various stages:


For the existing Loviisa 1 and Loviisa 2 nuclear plant units, the periodic safety review is topical,
while the renewal of the operating license for the Olkiluoto 1 and Olkiluoto 2 nuclear plant units
is to be done.



An operating licence application is to be made for the Olkiluoto 3 plant unit.



A construction licence application is to be made for the Olkiluoto 4 plant unit.



A construction licence application is to be made for the Hanhikivi 1 plant unit.

During the coming planning period, significant modernisation projects will be carried out in the existing
Loviisa 1 and 2 and Olkiluoto 1 and 2 nuclear plant units, the largest of which, by volume, is automation
renewal. Plant improvements and modifications planned particularly because of the Fukushima accident
will most likely be implemented during the programme period. While the framework plan has already been
written, the MEE has been handling supplementing applications for the Hanhikivi 1 nuclear plant unit and
Olkiluoto 4 nuclear plant unit’s decisions-in-principle. These applications may affect the related schedules.
These processes are reflected in many ways in national safety research. Figure 3.1 shows the
estimated schedule for licence applications and renewals of nuclear power plants in existence and under
construction in Finland.
3.1.2

Development of expertise

Know-how developed in publicly funded research programmes can be applied to the licensing processes.
The initiation of new plant unit projects has significantly increased the need for experts in the area [4]. A
publicly funded research programme partly serves to ensure the availability of expertise, particularly in
nuclear-power-specific areas. These are areas of expertise where research would not be carried out in
Finland if we did not make use of nuclear energy.
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Figure 3.1 Estimated licensing processes of nuclear power plants in 2012–2022.

Only high-level national expertise can ensure the safe use of nuclear power. At present, Finland has
nuclear power plants in all stages of their life cycle and licensing process. Expertise is needed for both the
long-term use of nuclear power plants and also for new plant options. The necessity for high-level national
expertise has arisen during the handling of plant events, the modernisation of the existing plants and when
building new capacity. National expertise cannot be built on information purchased abroad.
The area is undergoing a generation change while new actors are entering it. This makes maintaining
and developing high-level expertise at the national level particularly challenging. The generation that
commenced the use of nuclear energy in the 1960s and 1970s has mostly retired. Research related to the
plant and modernisation projects and the use of the plants provide an opportunity for experts from different
generations to work together, facilitating knowledge transfer to the younger generation. This ensures that
the available experience of constructing and operating nuclear power plants is exploited in the best
possible manner.
A versatile and challenging operating environment has increased international interest in nuclear safety
work and research carried out in this area in Finland. The diversified projects in progress have increased
the attractiveness of the companies in the field as employers, which is reflected in the growing number of
students in the field, as well as in the number of applicants to vacant positions. Finland also hosts
international research projects. The operating environment provides versatile possibilities for the further
development of international collaboration and for the internationalisation of the researchers.
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The significance of expertise in all operations-related organisations for ensuring nuclear safety has
been particularly pronounced in the assessments handling the Fukushima Daiichi accident. Understanding
and handling safety as a whole in order to identify and solve key safety issues are of the utmost
importance when developing the expertise. The impact of periodic safety assessments and lessons from
operating a plant must further be improved in order to proactively prevent incidents and accidents.
3.1.3

Regulative environment

The global nature of activities related to the use of nuclear energy and networking highlights the
importance of national safety research. The principle of continuous improvement is applied to international
safety requirements and instructions. The most significant changes to the requirement levels were made
after the Three Mile Island accident in 1978, the Chernobyl accident in 1986 and the Fukushima Daiichi
accident in Japan in 2011. Both international and Finnish guidelines have been developed with mostly
large (>300 MWe) light water reactors in mind, where uranium dioxide is the fuel and the safety philosophy
mainly relies on the so-called active safety systems (those that require external operating power).
The overall reform of the regulatory guidelines for nuclear power plants (YVL) commenced in Finland in
2006 and was completed in 2013. The consistent guidelines describe the requirements for radiation and
nuclear safety and the safety and readiness arrangements. The reform takes into consideration the socalled reference levels for existing nuclear plants and safety goals for new plants, as well as the safety
improvements required because of the Fukushima Daiichi accident, issued by WENRA (Western European
Nuclear Regulators Association), which is a collaboration forum established in 1998 by heads of the
authorities supervising nuclear safety in EU Member States. In the YVL guide reform, the entire guide
structure and presentation were redone with the aim of clearly presenting the safety requirements, which
promotes the implementation of compliance management procedures in various organisations.
The decrees of the preparedness council of 2008 were updated in 2013 regarding the decrees on safety
and preparedness activities. The updates applied specifically to the new safety goals in case of a severe
accident and preparedness for extreme natural phenomena.
In the international regulatory environment, the EU is preparing an update to the directive on nuclear
power plants. For the first time, the directive will also contain material requirements. The implementation of
the basic directive on radiation safety adopted by the EU in January 2014, which presents requirements for
radiation safety, environmental monitoring and preparedness activities, is about to commence in Finland.
WENRA has published goals for the design of new nuclear power plants in 2010. The goals emphasise
the principles of defence in depth. The premise is that even in the case of a severe accident, new nuclear
power plants should not produce emissions that require protection measures targeting the general public
during the accident or which have a long-term effect. Updates of the WENRA reference levels resulting
from the Fukushima Daiichi accident will be completed in 2014.
The structural reform of IAEA’s Safety Standards has progressed well, and almost all documents of the
requirement level have been updated to the new structure. The new design requirements (SSR-2/1)
published in 2012 represented a significant change to the use of nuclear energy because severe accidents
must now be considered in the design of a plant. The targeted updates carried out because of the
Fukushima Daiichi accident will be finished in 2014. The basic standards for radiation protection (GSR Part
3), which also serve as reference for EU’s radiation safety directive, were published in 2011.
The study completed in 2013 by the European organisations CEN/CENELEC on the European
standards related to the use of nuclear power has progressed to practical implementation. The preparation
of the new standards will likely be implemented as a global collaboration; however, in some areas such as
the fields of construction technology and mechanics, standards based on European premises may also be
expected. Research preceding the standardisation related to the use of nuclear power is required for
creating a solid foundation for the above work. For the research, the new regulation environment further
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strengthens the need for consistent nuclear safety standards and procedures at the various operative
levels internationally while incorporating new topics to the area of nuclear safety research.
The procedures for licensing small modular reactors (SMR) and for setting safety planning requirements
are far from the level of maturity of those related to the large reactors. Development and review projects
related to SMRs have been commenced within the OECD/NEA and IAEA. During the SAFIR2018
programme period, however, it may also be appropriate to conduct a suitable study of SMRs.
3.1.4

Experimental facilities

The thermal hydraulic computational software widely used in safety analyses must be validated by using
experimental data that reflect the key characteristics and operating parameters of Finnish plants. National
infrastructure and research teams are needed to produce the data. The teams must have the ability to
build and operate experimental equipment that accurately represents the phenomena. Existing equipment
can be modified and, where research needs stipulate, the know-how for building new equipment must also
exist. These include, for example, new types of passive decay heat removal circuits or systems, which
certain plant suppliers have proposed for their reactors. In the SAFIR2014 research programme and its
predecessors, versatile experimental equipment infrastructure unique even by international standards has
been built at the Lappeenranta University of Technology. This infrastructure was used in many joint test
programmes as of the 90s, organised by the OECD/NEA. This type of innovative development must be
continued in areas considered important in order for Finland to retain the capacity to carry out experiments
regarding the thermal and flow technology of nuclear reactors even when they concern new and
unexpected phenomena.
The generalisation of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as part of a safety analysis has created the
need for accurate data to validate CFD software, and measurement technologies whose resolution
enables this must further be developed.
The effect of impact by aircraft on the durability of the reinforced concrete structures of nuclear power
plants has been experimented on in the SAFIR research programmes with VTT’s IMPACT test equipment.
The test equipment has continuously been developed to be more versatile. The equipment is used for
measuring the response of the reinforced concrete structure serving as the target to impact by projectiles
of various types. The tests allow for simulating various concrete structures, such as pre-stressed concrete
or concrete covered with a steel liner, and the parts of an aircraft: wing, engine and body. The experiments
have also been made for studying the spreading of fuel from a fuel tank that becomes broken in the
impact. The results of the tests are used for developing and validating structural and fire models used in
the calculation of aircraft collisions.
In the SAFIR research programmes, experimental research has been successfully carried out on certain
phenomena of severe accidents with good success. The experiments have concentrated on the special
characteristics of the management of severe accidents and on the behaviour of fission products. The work
has been carried out with customised and modifiable measurement and test equipment. The facilities for
experimental validation of solutions for severe accidents in plants to be built in Finland must also be
retained in the future.
The discontinuation of VTT’s FiR research and training reactor will mean a gap at the national level,
which must be closed through international collaboration, for example with the help of the OECD/HALDEN
reactor and the JHR to be completed in the near future (see section 3.1.5). The behaviour of fuel and the
radiation tolerance and failure mechanisms of the structural materials can be studied in large reactors
under circumstances corresponding to real reactor use, as well as under accident conditions.
The construction of VTT Centre for Nuclear Safety, which will have new hot cell facilities and other
facilities and equipment needed for research on nuclear technology materials, commenced in 2013. The
expected time of completion of the building is the end of 2016. The research to be carried out in the centre
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is on GEN II–IV reactors, fusion energy and waste management. The existence of shared facilities and
equipment will promote the synergy of Finnish research on existing and future reactor concepts.
Another topical issue is the utilisation of the decommissioned Barsebäck reactor in Sweden for
international research projects before its dismantling in 2020.
3.1.5

International operating environment and research topics

Nuclear safety research will be generally more strongly present during the next programme period. The
accident at Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi power plant, resulting from the earthquake and tsunami of 2011,
has globally affected on the acceptability of nuclear power construction and nuclear safety requirements.
Safety research is a topic to which both countries using nuclear power and those discontinuing production
can be committed. Fukushima Daiichi will be visible in many ways in the research topics of international
organisations, particularly those of the OECD/NEA, from the analysis of the course of the accident to a
variety of waste management and radiation protection issues. Research on the organisational, human and
societal topics related to the Fukushima Daiichi accident is only beginning. It can be assumed that the
topic will bring into research new questions on the actions of the society and socio-technical communities.
The OECD/NEA’s experimental safety research projects have systematically studied phenomena
related to fuel, thermal hydraulics, component integrity, the functioning of the containment structure and
coolability of melted core. The majority of the ongoing projects will end during the beginning of the
programme period. Research related to the integrity of the fuel cladding has been planned over the
SAFIR2018 research programme period. During the preparation of the framework plan, there are initial
plans involving further projects related to fire and hydrogen management.
In addition, a continuation of the analysis project for the Fukushima accident is underway. Standards
harmonisation work related to new facilities, carried out at the OECD/NEA, can be supported by research.
Currently, IAEA’s ISSC (the International Seismic Safety Centre) unit, which was established after the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident, serves as the collector of global seismic research data.
The ISSC is an important new body as a communicator of information related to external threats. The fuel
research at IAEA is concentrated at FUMEX.
It can be assumed that countries planning new capacity or the long-term use of nuclear power plants
have an interest in the development and harmonisation of safety assessment methods. In Europe, EU’s
research programmes and, among them, NUGENIA, offer a collaboration forum that has shared topics with
all research areas of the SAFIR2018 research programme. The Reactor Safety area of the Nordic NKS
safety research programme constitutes a subset of the SAFIR2018 research programme’s topics. It can be
assumed that there will be new opportunities for bilateral collaboration with countries that develop nuclear
energy, such as Sweden, Russia, France, the UK, the US, China and other Asian countries. The decisions
of Germany and Switzerland to discontinue the use of nuclear power are also reflected in the countries'
international research.
The OECD Halden Project’s HBWR reactor is a material research reactor. The tests conducted in the
reactor yield measurement data for studies of fuels and materials of structures and for modelling the
related phenomena. The other half of the Halden project concentrates on research and development of
monitoring and control systems. Before the commissioning of the JHR, the HBWR is irreplaceable for
experimental fuel research in Europe. The project research, staged in three year periods, is currently
prepared for the years 2015–2017. Fuel experiments that require long-term monitoring, such as the effect
of burn-up increase, are continued. The tests target for example the release of fission gases, the behaviour
of fission products, tablet-cladding interaction, the tablet additives and the load monitoring runs. Integrated
simulations of loss of coolant accidents supplement the globally unique test series. The cladding materials
developed in recent years and made with niobium alloys (including VVER) are emphasised. As a new
topic, the research involves the applicability of fuel concepts that better tolerate conditions in accident
situations. The Halden project will continue to perform well instrumented reactor experiments on the impact
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of radiation on structural materials. Samples collected from power reactors are being radiated, which will
provide information on possible material aging phenomena resulting from long-term use.
When completed at the end of the decade, the JHR will change the focus of reactor research in Europe
rather strongly. Not only will the Halden reactor come to the end of its useful lifetime but the CEA OSIRIS
reactor's functions will also mostly be moved to the JHR. The JHR will serve the material and fuel
research for GEN II, GEN III and GEN IV generation plants. Finland’s contribution in the construction stage
of the JHR is to supply demanding measurement equipment to the reactor, particularly for gamma and xray radiography measurements and for research on the radiation tolerance of materials. Once complete,
the new research reactor will offer Finnish researchers a first-class research facility that would be
impossible to construct with domestic resources alone. The JHR's operating environment and models will
largely be prepared and confirmed during the coming SAFIR2018 programme, so readiness to participate
in that work should also be supported.
3.1.6

Defence in depth and research needs

Ensuring the safety of nuclear power plants can generally be presented with the principles of defence in
depth: the preventive level, the protective level and the mitigating level (figure 3.2). Nuclear safety will be
secured only if these principles are adhered to in the technical design and in the actions of organisations
and humans.
The basis for the safe use and proper working condition of nuclear power plants is their proper use in
following with the design principles. A significant proportion of safety research is dedicated to the
management of initiating events, particularly in relation to limiting events that could lead to a series of
accidents. Securing the operability of safety systems is important in order to prepare for initiating events
that have for one reason or another not been prevented. The design principles of the safety systems are
derived from safety analyses, for which methods are developed and validated research projects. Safety
systems are the means for maintaining important safety functions such as reactivity control, decay heat
removal and radioactivity control. In connection with a serious reactor accident, ensuring the leak tightness
of the containment building is a key task.
Broad-scale, multidisciplinary nuclear safety research is needed not only for developing nuclear safety
but also for supporting decision-making, providing background for it, and offering perspectives to assist in
decision-making at the societal level. National discussions on the building of new nuclear power plants, as
well as assessments of the Fukushima accident, have shown the need for societal research.
The SAFIR2018 research programme has been divided into three research areas according to the
principle of defence in depth: plant overall safety and systems engineering, reactor safety, and structural
safety and materials. Challenges and research needs in these research areas are described in more detail
in the sections below. The structure of the research programme emphasise areas central to nuclear safety.
The research areas intersect so that individual projects may belong to the topics of several research areas.
Plant overall safety covers the nuclear power plant and its organisation, as well as the interface to safety
arrangements and societal views.
The framework plan of the SAFIR2018 research programme mostly describes new research themes.
The programme also contains, as an essential part, the maintenance of existing competences and training
new people for using the methods and equipment. This training is best done in challenging and interesting
research projects related to the topic.
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Figure 3.2 Ensuring nuclear safety and the related tasks.

3.2

Plant safety and systems engineering

Plant overall safety and systems engineering comprise a broad-scale, multidisciplinary research entity that
requires increasingly better co-operation from research organisations and actors in the nuclear power field.
3.2.1

Description of the research area

Plant overall safety is analysed from the perspectives of the system (ISO 15288) and its operating
environment and with respect to the system of systems, also known as the system architecture. The
overall safety is built up from the architecture of the nuclear power plants but, at the same time, it
comprises operating processes during the various stages of the plant’s life cycle. In addition to
understanding the actual power plant and its technical systems, it is also important to understand the
operation of the organisations and the interactions between them as factors contributing to the overall
safety (“organisation or organisations”). Such a holistic understanding of safety requires broad-scale and
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multidisciplinary research. Combining several topics provides the tools for managing the complexity
involved with nuclear energy safety and thus for improving the safety level.
The table in figure 3.3 illustrates the research entity and the interfaces affecting the research.

Research areas

Primary research topic
Lines of defence (DID,
defence in depth) broadly
understood

Overall safety
understanding

What are the lines of defence
in the plant design and how
should they be formed?
How are the lines of defence
shown in the activities of the
network of organisations?
(Organisation
of
organisations)
How are the lines of defence
built into the design?
Are the lines of defence
shown in the planning of the
operations?

Systems engineering

Technology/plant and
factors affecting safety
solutions

Structural defence lines
Functional defence lines
How are the expertise and
actions of humans and the
individual organisation shown
in the lines of defence of the
plant?

Interfaces for consideration and collaboration
Society
Other safety-critical
(communication,
or complex areas
expectations of the (information
and
society)
expertise
interchange)
Political decision-makers
Seafaring
Citizens
Railway industry
Interest groups
International
organisations
Opponents of nuclear
energy
Societal relations of the
actors
Citizens’ interaction in the
environmental
impact
assessment and permit
processes

Software industry
Aviation and space
industry
Automobile industry
Pharmaceutical
and
food industries
Defence industry

The plant provides the
society with electricity
and tax income and
employs people in the
nearby area.
Environmental impact

Aviation and space
industry
Process industry
Automobile industry
Pharmaceutical
and
food industries

Figure 3.3 The research area entity and interfaces.
3.2.2

Objectives

For the overall safety of a nuclear power plant, the central areas of research are topics located at the
interfaces between functions or areas of technology that have a significant role with respect to managing
the whole, such as plant design principles and the actions of the humans and organisations. The changing
technological environment presents new challenges for nuclear safety. New technical solutions require
new methods for assessing a system’s behaviour and safety.
Managing the long-term safe use of the plants requires that the organisations retain and develop plant
knowledge and competence even for decades. The systematic transfer of knowledge to new generations
plays an important role in taking care of the overall safety. To assure the safety of nuclear power, technical
solutions that begin with the design of the nuclear power plant’s processes and safety architecture are
essential along with as humans and organisations made up of humans that ultimately are responsible for
all operations. Functions that affect safety include the definition of standards for safety; standards for
designing, manufacturing and installing the required technical solutions; standards for assessing their
acceptability, using and monitoring them; and the creation of sufficient operating premises. Preparing for
possible anomalies and accidents at several levels is a key premise of safety thinking, as is described in
more detail in section 3.2.4.4. As the operating life of nuclear power plants is typically very long, assuring
safety is a continuous process where changes to the operating environment must be taken into
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consideration. Assuring safety also involves preparing for very rare event chains, which naturally entail
considerable uncertainties. The uncertainties can be managed as part of holistic safety planning and
based on the risk and safety margins.
The goal of the work carried out in the plant safety and systems engineering research area in the
SAFIR2018 research programme is to increase the understanding and management of issues significant
to overall safety throughout the life cycle of nuclear power plants, and to consider overall safety in
individual research projects. Understanding the significance of various factors and their mutual interaction,
as well assessing and developing the impact of the competence of the actors in the field and the operating
methods support this goal. Developing communication and information interchange related to safety issues
within the nuclear power field and between the nuclear power field and other safety-critical fields has a key
role when communicating information on safety solutions and their acceptability. The table in figure 3.5
illustrates various areas of overall safety and the related interactions and collaboration interfaces.
Research projects must not only produce new information but also support the application of the
information in nuclear power organisations as part of developing overall safety.
3.2.3

Present state of research

Research related to overall safety is presently carried out at VTT and in some universities in Finland, as
well as in nuclear power companies and supervisory organisations. In the earlier SAFIR2014 research
programme, factors of overall safety were studied in the reference group areas of man, organisation and
society, automation and control room, and probabilistic risk analysis (PRA). The SAFIR2014 programme
also studied how the readiness of the operating personnel develops with digitalised automation and the
control room changes that take place in connection with it.
Smooth licensing of large investments requires good communication and information management
between the parties. The SAFIR2014 research programme defines the data model of a nuclear power
plant and its life cycle, particularly from the perspective of standards definition and management. The goal
has been to clarify terminology in the field and lay out the groundwork for the implementation of new,
model-based design and analysis tools.
In the area of PRA research, the modelling of phenomena related to severe accidents, for example, has
been studied in a way that combines deterministic and probabilistic approaches, while software tools for
analysing the consequences of severe accidents with probabilistic methods have been improved.
Organisations participating in the use and construction of nuclear power are required to have high
safety standards. The earlier research programmes have analysed how the impact of the organisation on
safety can be assessed: how to define criteria for good actions, what phenomena to inspect in an
organisation, how to collect material, and how to draw conclusions on the significance of the observations
for overall safety. The programmes have developed the DISC (Design for Integrated Safety Culture)
assessment methodology, which has been utilised in many nuclear power organisations.
Assessing and demonstrating the safety, reliability and desired functioning of control systems that
contain software is challenging because of their complexity. To support traditional analysis methods,
previous research programmes have developed methods based on formal models for assessing and
demonstrating the safety of a plant concept and its automation solution.
To date, the various components of safety—the various fields of technology within nuclear safety,
preparation for initiating events of different natures, security arrangements for protection against unlawful
activity, safety requirements for nuclear material—have been mostly researched as separate entities.
Safety goals that are sensible per se, rising from different needs, may be in conflict with each other. This
causes problems in safety planning and the validation of the planning. Moreover, it is possible that the
planning can become unbalanced if there is no consistent way of evaluating the various aspects of safety.
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3.2.4

Research needs

The research challenge is to form a framework for the assessment of overall safety in which the traditional
concept of defence in depth is clarified by integrating safety maintenance structures, process systems,
automation systems, their support systems and the actions of organisations and humans in a single model.
This framework is one of the needs in the SAFIR2018 research programme.
Research is needed on how best to add to the same framework

internal and external events (hazards) ← plant factors

the interaction of humans and organisations in safety roles, also as the initiator or contributor
to the initiating event

requirements of safety arrangements and nuclear material safety → 3S (safety, security,
safeguards)

roles, impact and tasks of the organisations in maintaining defence in depth.
The result will be a comprehensive defence-in-depth model that can be used as an objective basis for
safety assessments and decision-making in challenging assessment situations. This is always important
when a problem involving multiple fields arises and thus “is no one’s problem,” or when an external
requirement or expectation targeting nuclear safety differs significantly from the established ones.
3.2.4.1

Overall safety understanding

The assessment of safety, i.e., inspecting the fulfilment of safety requirements, should be done on
objective criteria—without subjective assessment by the planner, licensee or authority. Although it is
difficult to reach an objective assessment in practice, it is worth striving for so to make decision-making
more predictable. A broad scale of various factors compromising safety or affecting the understanding of
safety must be taken into account in safety assessment. Thus, at least the following must be included in
the overall safety threats

faults within the plant: initiating events assumed based on various grounds, including both faults
and functions that start without reason

external threats to the plant, both natural phenomena and events related to human action

erroneous action of a human and organisation.
In line with the defence-in-depth principle, there must be several mutually independent levels of defence
(monitoring of functions, functions preventing the occurrence of events, subsequent structures, functions
securing structures) against various threats. In large reactors, safety is largely built on systems that
implement functions. Therefore, it is particularly important to understand the mutual interactions of the
systems and the characteristics of the resulting whole, i.e., to understand the plant as a “system of
systems,” which also includes their socio-technical systems. Since human actions are an important part of
maintaining safety functions, particularly over a long period of time it must be possible to take into account
the risks related to the activity of humans and the organisation and manage them throughout the various
stages of the systems’ life cycle.
In order to establish an understanding of the total safety of a plant, it would be good to be able to handle
various risks and countermeasures in a commensurable way. When dimensioning the plant and systems
against various threats, various safety margins are traditionally utilised, but the approach to these margins
is not very consistent across different fields of technology. In addition, the approval criteria used in
deterministic analyses often contain margins so that a slight excess of an acceptance criterion does not
directly lead to a significant worsening of the consequences. A probabilistic analysis aims to process
various issues in a commensurable way but its perspective is event chains that lead to core damage or
environmental emissions. The concept and application of the safety margin in the various areas should be
surveyed, and a method for the mutual comparison of safety margins utilised in different ways should be
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created. A clear safety margin understanding would also help with the practical application of an approach
proportionate to the risk (graded approach).

Figure 3.4 Training at the training simulator in Fortum’s Loviisa plant.

3.2.4.2

Organisation, human and interest groups

Several organisations have an effect on the safety of nuclear power plants during all stages of the design,
implementation and operation of the plants. Since the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident in
2011, the roles and significance of different operating models have been assessed in Japan with respect
to setting the safety requirements and the management of an accident or readiness situation. The key
actors and methods in Japan have been reorganised because of the accident. One of the research needs
is research on humans, organisations and the tasks, roles and action policies of interest groups as a
prerequisite for overall safety.
Changes and construction projects are increasingly implemented so that broader wholes are divided
into long work and delivery chains with participants possibly coming from many countries and
organisations. This creates the need to research the actions of these operating networks as a prerequisite
for safe operations.
In addition, the significance of the tasks and roles of the authorities in connection with the operation
chains and networks should be researched. In the research, it is possible to determine what types of
organisations, expertise, competences, personnel policies, processes and measures are applied in the
activities of authorities to meet the challenges of safe procedures in such a way that the overall safety is
managed and developed.
In the coming decades, Finland will have nuclear power plants in several different stages of their life
cycle. This will generate research needs for understanding the development of expertise and competence
already during the design and commissioning of a new nuclear power plant and utilising the know-how of
experts working in plants already in use. Safety management affects the actions not only within the plants
but also in the control of work and action chains and in arranging the collaboration between different
parties. Factors essential to the management of the overall safety and significant differences between the
management in the different stages of the life cycle should be identified. Depending on the stage of the life
cycle, some processes, competences or management models, for example, can be emphasised more than
others. The operating personnel of nuclear power plants are required to have very in-depth understanding
of plant systems and their operation. Developing work policies and competence in a highly regulated and
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automated work is a particular challenge. Research is needed for developing systemic models for
assessing the interactions of different social, psychological, organisational, economic and technological
factors in the field of nuclear power.
SAFIR has been researching the concept of safety culture for many years. Tools inspecting the safety
culture have been produced and the safety culture has been assessed with studies. The concepts and
tools of safety management have been created for the needs of an individual organisation. Next, research
is needed on whether there are effective ways for strengthening and developing the culture in a network
consisting of actors with various roles, such as licensees, plant and equipment suppliers, authorities etc. It
is important to study how the management of nuclear safety and other risks meet in the nuclear business.
3.2.4.3
Operating processes as a support of overall plant safety and in design management
- systems engineering
The operating processes of a nuclear power plant and its design, construction and operation can be seen
as a single complex system whose every component affects the overall safety of the plant. The safety is
affected by the systems, structures and components of the plant, the information describing them, as well
as operating processes related to management, design, quality management, procurements etc.
In order to manage the overall safety, the field needs high quality components and clear, mutually
accepted and well defined operating processes, policies and information models. In the Finnish nuclear
field, document-based operating practices are still dominating when demonstrating the safety and validity
of a plant, its systems and operating processes. The traditional methods are based at least partly on
instructions from authorities, but the possibility for migrating from a document-based demonstration of
safety to other possible demonstration methods should be studied. The structure of the safety
justifications, the information model and the operating processes needed for the production of information
should be studied and developed.
Operating processes
The standards of the nuclear business require clear and well defined operating practices from the
authorities, licensees and suppliers. However, the descriptions of the practices, naming of the operating
processes etc. from these actors are not harmonised. It is necessary to chart the processes needed
(quality management, quality assurance, validation & verification (V&V), configuration management,
requirements management, risk management, human factors engineering, scope management,
qualification, licensing, project management, preliminary design, etc.), the dependencies between them,
and the results required from processes for a more comprehensive understanding of processes. Through
this survey, the presentation of requirements on processes and the assessment of process capabilities and
requirement compliance can be developed and the operating processes themselves can be developed.
Research must also be aimed at the challenges of the transition to process management and risk
surveying from the perspective of management in order to be able to adequately prepare for risks. The
operating practices required for the nuclear field should be itemised and described in more detail, for
example according to the ISO/IEC 15288 standard or a corresponding applicable standard.
Information model
In order to improve safety, the prosaic descriptions of the existing plants should, in the future, be
replaced or at least supplemented by exact data based on a database. The benefits of this approach
include the retention of specific data for coming generation as more aged experts retire and also the
possibility to purge the documentation of any implicit assumptions that have been made when the
requirements were set. This solution does not resolve the challenge of competence transfer but it does
support it. The descriptions and safety grounds of the plant, systems, structures and components should
consist of
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1.
2.
3.

requirements that can unambiguously be proven correct with well observed methods
arguments that connect the requirements to evidence
evidence that can be produced by several analyses and methods of different types and
mutually supplement each other.
The exact structure of the expressions also enables the development of the assessment of the
remaining risk and the coverage of the expression. When developing explicit descriptions, one must also
consider the possibility of creating chains of descriptions detailed in the various design stages and the
automation of description verification.
The transition to a description method based on a comprehensive information model requires research.
Part of the research may apply to the surveying and application in Finland of other fields and the practices
in the nuclear field in other countries.
Documentation of safety justification
The benefits and challenges of database-based structural safety justification and any new operating
practices that may be required should be charted. It is also necessary to study what kind of an impact this
would have from the perspective of the authority and the licensee throughout the life cycle of the plant. The
topic is strongly connected to the systems engineering process and particularly to the requirements and
information management and communication between the authorities, power company and supplier
network. Part of the research may apply to the surveying and application in Finland of other fields and the
practices in the nuclear field in other countries.
3.2.4.4

Factors affecting technical safety solutions

Plant types are developing in two different directions with respect to the overall safety: on the one hand,
there is the very simplified passive plant design and, on the other, the more complex, active plant type.
Small, modular reactors are a good example of the simplified direction, while large (>1,000 MWe) plant
concepts represent the increasingly complex direction. The approach aiming at simplified passiveness
should be included in the research with respect to the definition of both the overall safety (in particular,
regarding the implementation of safety functions and the related dimensioning and certainty requirements)
and the safety margin concept.
In the design of a nuclear power plant, one must prepare for various internal and external events that
the plant must also cope with when faults occur. To prove this, various fault and effect analyses are carried
out along with analyses on the behaviour of the plant as a consequence of the event under inspection. In
addition, the quality of the design is assessed with PRA. In these, often only one part, system, or field of
technology within the plant is inspected and PRA is kept as a separate survey of the emission risk. The
result is a collection of disconnected analyses. Integrating the various levels of defence in depth requires,
however, an overall assessment (possibly a combination of deterministic and risk-based methods) where
the designed and undersigned dependencies of equipment, structures, systems and functions
(mechanisms containing and spreading faults) are represented. Methods should be developed with which
the overall safety can better be understood and developed.
The requirements set for systems participating in the defence in depth are determined according to the
defence-in-depth principle based on the probability of the initiating events. The severe accidents that have
occurred have resulted from a threat not having been deemed credible, and therefore the event was not
appropriately prepared for. The research need is to inspect the robustness of the probability (credibility of a
threat) as a premise of defence in depth. The goal is to identify possible gaps and inspect alternative
approaches and means for setting requirements for the various parts of the defence in depth. It is also
necessary to study humans and organisations as part of the defence in depth, as described earlier in
section 3.2.4.3 with the help of operating processes.
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Research areas

Primary research topic
Lines of defence (DID, defence
in depth) broadly understood

Overall safety
understanding

DID in design

designers

auditors

authorities (several)

political oversight
Lines of defence built from the
group of organisations
participating in the safety
(organisation of organisations)

Systems engineering

DID in design functions

design process

design review
processes

independent audit

audit by authorities
Defence line in operations: human
– organisation – network – the
entire field of actors

Technology/plant and
factors affecting
safety solutions

Structural DID:

fuel

reactor circuit

containment building
Operational DID:

prevention

containment of
anomalies

protection functions in
case of accident

management of severe
accidents
Expertise and actions of a
human/organisation as part of the
plant’s lines of defence

Interfaces for consideration and collaboration
Society
Other safety-critical
(communication,
or complex areas
expectations of the
(information
and
society)
competence
interchange)
Power companies
Seafaring (supervision
Research institutes
still national)
Authorities
industry
Political decision-makers Railway
(several levels)
(partly national, partly
Citizens
international
Interest groups
supervision)
International
organisations
Opponents of nuclear
energy
Societal relations of the Software industry
actors
Aviation and space
Communication
Citizens’ interaction in industry
the
environmental Railway industry
impact assessment and Automobile industry
permit processes
Pharmaceutical
and
food industries
Defence industry
The plant provides the
society with electricity
and tax income and
employs people in the
nearby area.
A plant running normally
will release waste heat
and other operative
emissions
to
the
environment.
In case of an accident,
civic defence actions
may
be
needed.
Presence
in
the
immediate vicinity of the
plant is restricted.

Aviation
industry

and

space

Process
industry
(depth of defences and
size of safety margins)
Automobile industry
Pharmaceutical
and
food industries

Figure 3.5 Examples of research topics and interfaces of different themes.

Integrated automation systems that contain software create a new dimension for defence in depth—the
need to inspect information as part of the lines of defence of defence in depth. The traditional requirements
primarily apply to structures and electric design and aim to restrict the spread of consequential faults that
physically threaten the devices. In integrated systems, the spreading of erroneous information must be
restricted whether the system itself is in order or faulty. The aim of the research is to determine how
information separation and automation architecture are integrated in the defence in depth.
Part of defence in depth is preparation for the loss of functions. With respect to automation, this must
also include functions without cause. A problem may be that both the main and backup systems control the
same devices, in which case prioritising them, for example with respect to start and stop commands, is
challenging. This situation will result when an entity designed separately is supplemented with a new
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“extra” automation system. The goal should, however, be a safety architecture that would also take into
account limiting information to different process devices so that there would not be information conflicts
between the main and backup systems. In this scenario, there would be defence in depth also against
intentionally erroneous information. In designing control systems with software (digital I&C) and a safety
architecture, one should also take into account and study the effects of humans and the organisation on
the overall safety of the system.
The quality of the defence in depth is presently often measured with PRA and by how well the plant
meets a collection of separate criteria for fault tolerance. The research must focus on developing the
measurement of the quality of defence in depth from the perspective of not only a severe accident or
significant emissions.
Understanding the environmental conditions of the plant's location and predicting how they can change
are central issues that affect the design principles of the plant. Based on better understanding of natural
phenomena or new information, ways to improve protection against seismic activity or extreme weather
conditions can be identified. Therefore, research in these areas as part of the overall safety is important.
From the perspective of defence in depth, it is important to study the operation of the plant and the joint
activity of organisations if the plant must be restored to a safe state under extreme circumstances during or
after a storm or earthquake. Fires must also be taken into account in the safety design of a nuclear power
plant.
Maintaining and developing safety and operational readiness require online monitoring of the activity
and safety margins of the plant systems. The monitoring and control of the nuclear power process is done
with the user interfaces of the control rooms. The aim must be to develop solutions in control rooms and
user interfaces that help the personnel predict upcoming situations and plan how to cope with undesired
consequences. With respect to the actions of the operating personnel, it is important to study what kinds of
changes new technology (e.g., digital instructions, remote monitoring and mobile solutions) causes in the
work practice. Research on control rooms and user interfaces must closely be related to defence in depth
and the development of overall safety.

3.3

Reactor safety

3.3.1

Description of the research area

In the area of reactor safety, experimental and computational methods are developed for ensuring that the
plant and its systems can implement the safety requirements set for them:

the dose and release limits set in the legislation for anticipated operationaloccurrences ,
postulated accidents and severe accidents

the approval criteria set for the fuel, primary cooling circuit and containment building are met in
normal use, during anticipated operational occurrences and accidents

it is highly probable that the containment building will retain its leak tightness during severe
accidents

the probability of a criticality accident is very low

the plant meets the limits set for reactor core damage and the frequency of release.
The methods are applied in practice not only in the reactor safety area but also in other research areas
of the SAFIR2018 programme.
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3.3.2

Objectives

The goal set for a research programme in Chapter 7a of the Nuclear Energy Act requires strong reactor
safety area readiness. Finland must have experimental facilities and validated computational methods
along with personnel familiar with their use. The methods must form an entity with which authorities can
independently assess the plans submitted by the plant supplier and licensee. The maintenance of the tools
(equipment and software) and expertise requires continuity.
The experimental equipment must necessarily be maintained in the following:

phenomena associated with containments operating with the pressure suppression principle

cooling circuit phenomena, including the secondary cooling circuit

some severe accident phenomena.
This does not require a commitment to a specific laboratory or research equipment but to having
Finnish test equipment in these fields. Only then will Finland retain its basic ability to build, develop and
maintain research facilities. In case of a sudden research need, the existing facilities can rather quickly
produce test measurement results for validating computational software, and experienced experimental
research groups can develop new test equipment in a relatively short time.
According to the working group, computational capacity must be maintained in the following areas:

reactor physics

nuclear criticality safety

reactor dynamics

fuel behaviour

thermal hydraulics

behaviour of the containment building

reliability engineering

phenomena of severe accidents

probabilistic risk analysis

fire safety

modelling of environmental impacts.
These areas together form the basic field of nuclear safety research. In order for Finnish research on
reactor safety to be possible at all, Finland must have validated computational software in these fields and
experts who master their use. Attention must be paid to minimising the risk related to the software
licences. It must be possible to modify the source code of the calculation software when required This is
the situation when the calculation software is owned by an organisation participating in the SAFIR
programme or has been created as open source. In addition, existing international collaboration must be
continued to obtain a national licence for certain internationally known programs.
The accident at the Fukushima Daiichi plant proved that it was necessary to determine the resistance of
nuclear power plants against external events and long-term loss of electricity and ultimate heat sink. As a
result of the accident, regulations have changed and modifications have been required for existing plants
and those under construction. Since the accident, research has been done globally on the behaviour of
fuel placed in the fuel pool during long-term loss of decay heat. In Finland, good ability to calculate this
was already created in the SAFIR2014 programme. The accident did not, however, reveal any phenomena
related to the research area of reactor safety that would not have been identified before. In order to
analyse the Fukushima accident, international research projects have been started. Observations obtained
there and in the dismantling of the damaged units can provide information for validating the computational
methods.
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3.3.3

Present state of research

3.3.3.1

Experimental research

The experimental work on thermal hydraulic phenomena of the containment building and cooling circuit is
currently concentrated at the Lappeenranta University of Technology. The test equipment has been used
for modelling the operation of the reactor circuit of the PWR and VVER plants, the containment building of
the BWR plants and the operation of the new types of passive systems during accidents and transients.
The facilities can be adapted to different purposes. Experimental thermal hydraulic information is also
obtained from research projects organised by OECD/NEA.
Experimental research on severe accidents, particularly on a large scale and with prototypic reactor
materials, is usually carried out as international collaboration, for example in research projects organised
by the OECD/NEA. However, certain phenomena of severe accidents have been researched successfully
in the SAFIR research programmes with smaller-scale tests. This has created the ability to continue to
perform tests concentrating on separate phenomena in topics deemed important.
New information of the behaviour of fuel is obtained by participating in international research projects.
The key projects here are those carried out in the Halden reactor. In the future, particularly after the
SAFIR2018 programme, the most essential research entity in Europe will be JHR.
3.3.3.2

Computational software

The areas of reactor physics and dynamics use an independent set of computation tools, starting from the
development of initial data from basic nuclear data libraries and ending in the criticality safety assessments
or in the core stationary and transient calculations. The set has been partially developed within SAFIR
programmes.
Most of the thermal hydraulic analyses related to nuclear power plants is still carried out using process
simulation tools. Apros process simulation software has been developed in Finland and has been used for
the safety analyses needed in the licensing of Finnish plants. The SAFIR2014 research programme has
developed and increasingly implemented CFD (computational fluid dynamics) methods. These programs
have been used for thermal hydraulic, fire simulation and severe accident applications among others.
Their application to nuclear power plant safety analyses, however, requires further modelling and model
validation, particularly within the area of two-phase flows.
There are two basic types of severe accident calculation methods: the so-called integral calculation
methods and those modelling separate phenomena. In the SAFIR research programme, there has been
research on the applicability of integral programs to new plant solutions. For the separate phenomena, the
SAFIR programme has created the capability to model the coolability of reactor material and the mixing
and burning of hydrogen.
In PRA calculation, level 1 includes the calculation of the probability of core damage and level 2 the
calculation of the probability and quantity of environmental release well as the calculation of various
nuclide groups. STUK has developed calculation programs for levels 1 and 2 since the 1990s. The
SAFIR2014 programme commenced the transfer of the development of the programs to VTT. FinPSA’s
level 1 calculation is currently one of the most efficient in the world. Level 2 calculation is one of the few
PRA programs in the world that is capable of dynamic modelling.
VTT and STUK have software in use for estimating population radiation doses and other environmental
impacts caused by an environmental release. VTT has an in-house software called ARANO. ARANO is
suitable for calculating the doses in deterministic safety analyses of nuclear power plants and for level 3
PRA analysis. VTT also has other computational software for assessing the environmental impact of an
emission. STUK’s corresponding programs are intended for the real-time dose calculation in an emergency
under the prevailing weather conditions.
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3.3.4

Research needs

This section gathers research areas whose implementation the planning group considers important in the
SAFIR2018 programme. The list does not cover everything that is deemed necessary in the area. The
maintenance of facilities, computation tools and competence requires continuity and significant work
contributions that must be financed by the research programme. The research topics should be chosen
based on risk information, if possible, and related to phenomena having severe consequences or
significant risk contribution at Finnish plants.
3.3.4.1

General method development

The further development of linking between increasingly detailed computational models that describe
various phenomena is one of the main research topics in many areas. These include coupling between
reactor physics and dynamics, fuel models; reactor dynamics and 3D thermal hydraulics; thermal
hydraulics and structural models and 1D and 3D thermal hydraulic models. Research on phenomena in
these interfaces helps reactor safety to be understood as a whole and increases the international
attractiveness of the programme.
Deterministic safety analyses can be implemented with a conservative approach or by using the bestestimate method combined with uncertainty assessment. The SAFIR2014 research programme has
developed uncertainty analysis methods for the needs of neutronics, thermal hydraulics and fuel
behaviour. In the future, there will be a need to combine results from different computational programs or
link the programs directly to one another. This requires a consistent method for performing sensitivity and
uncertainty analyses. It is also necessary to identify other factors that may distort the results to limit
uncertainty in safety assessment and to define sufficient safety margins.
Validation matrices have been prepared to facilitate the validation of models and software used in safety
analyses by providing high-quality measurement data from test equipment or power plants. The validation
of computer codes must be developed to be more systematic and general. In criticality safety calculation,
the systematic development of the validation package was commenced in the SAFIR2014 programme,
and this work should be continued. The content of the OECD’s integral and separate test validation
matrices for thermal hydraulics was last updated in 2010. The validation matrix related to VVER plants was
published in 2001. The validation can also use other experimental data sources, such as test results
produced in national reactor safety research programmes.
The data of the validation matrices has most often been produced with process simulation software in
mind, and therefore it is not fully applicable for testing of 3D programs. Therefore, redoing certain
experiments used in the validation matrix or other experiments used in validation should be considered as
part of the SAFIR research programme. Modern measurement systems can produce measurement data of
better resolution while otherwise maintaining the boundary conditions.
3.3.4.2

International projects

A considerable part of the international experimental research in this area involves activities conducted
within the OECD/NEA and funded by several participating countries. The projects are extensive in terms of
funds and duration, and can cost tens of millions of euros. At present, Finland participates in eight reactor
safety projects. The benefit reaped from international experimental programmes is multiplied if
experiments can be carried out in Finland or if Finnish researchers can take part in planning experiments
carried out elsewhere and interpreting experiments with respect to computational models.
International research projects on thermal hydraulics co-ordinated by the OECD/NEA/CSNI that are
ongoing at the beginning of the framework plan period include PKL-3 and ATLAS, which concentrate on
the behaviour of the primary cooling circuit of a pressurised-water reactor plant, and HYMERES, which
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researches the behaviour of the containment building. Of the severe accidents projects, STEM will
continue during the SAFIR2018 framework plan period. It studies the behaviour of fission products.
Several projects ending in 2014 are planning continuation.
Due to the abundance of international projects, the research programme plays an important role in
deciding which projects should be undertaken so that they maximise the benefits for Finnish nuclear safety
research. The typical annual participation fees for Finland of experimental research programmes have
been 10,000–30,000 euros per annum.
The main tools of fuel research are experimental reactors in which fuel behaviour and the radiation
safety of the structural materials can be investigated in realistic conditions. The HBWR and JHR research
reactors have been described in section 2 of the framework plan. The HBWR operated by the OECD
Halden project is currently the only reactor in Europe that enables the measurement data required by fuel
models to be obtained. At the end of the decade, the situation is likely to change with the commissioning of
the JHR, enabling versatile fuel and material tests.
3.3.4.3

Thermal hydraulics and computational fluid dynamics

Thermal hydraulics is basic physics in the nuclear reactor technology, and it is important to master and
understand it in many types of tasks in the area, such as in plant design and plant modification
assessment, operating activities, fuel planning, as well as deterministic and probabilistic safety analyses.
Authorities must have computation systems at their disposal for performing analyses of transients and
accidents involved with the licensing of nuclear power plants, independent of the analyses of the license
holder. The validation of independent calculation programs and the modelling of new types of safety
systems in particular is an area that continues to need resources.
The new generation plants increasingly use passive safety systems. Passive systems are often based
on small pressure, temperature and density differences. Water, vapour and non-condensed gases are
often simultaneously present in situations involved with the operation of the systems. Several new plant
types use heat transfer devices, which in case of an accident conduct the decay heat to water pools
outside of the containment building. The accumulation of non-condensed gases in the system and the
adherence of aerosols produced in a severe accident on the heat transfer surfaces may reduce the
efficiency of the system. Because of these issues, for instance, the operation of passive systems must be
ensured through experiments, and the mathematical models used in analyses must be validated using
suitable test data.
To support the design of tests simulating the behaviour of a nuclear power plant, analyses must be
performed with the entire plant’s simulation model. The benefit from these analyses can be maximised
when they are performed by organisations that also design and implement the tests. Simulation models
are virtually inevitable in interpreting the results of the experiments performed. The earlier SAFIR research
programmes have developed tools for simulating the liquid-structure interaction. The SAFIR2018
programme must create data for validating these tools.
Safety analyses are increasingly performed with CFD programs. One of the problems related to using
CFD has been the insufficient description of two-phase situations. The increase of computational power
has enabled development of more detailed two-phase models. The development of CFD tools with respect
to two-phase flow situations and condensing is a demanding long-term objective. As the development
requires plenty of resources, international collaboration can reach better results than is possible within a
mere national research programme. Procedures must be created for validating CFD tools so that analyses
performed with these programs can be utilised in licensing nuclear power plants. The SAFIR2018 must
produce a model suitable for Finland. The use, development and validation of the open source
OpenFOAM CFD program should be continued as an international collaboration.
Different requirements are set for the measurement data suitable for validating CFD models than those
for traditional system codes. The measurement methods must produce precise data of an adequate scope
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with respect to time and place instead of fewer measurement points required earlier. The current advanced
measurement methods (PIV, tomography methods, 3D high-speed cameras, wire sensors etc.) can
produce flow, temperature and velocity fields and capture high-speed phenomena when they have been
connected to suitable test environments.
There is no comprehensive validation matrix for CFD codes like there is for system codes, although
guides have been provided for validation in OECD workgroups. Some of the tests of the validation matrix
for system codes would also be suitable for CFD codes but the instrumentation of the tests has not been
designed with CFD in mind. It would be useful both to update the available tests in the validation matrix,
including CFD-level data, and to list missing test situations that are deemed to be of national importance.
The missing tests should be implemented in both international and national projects.
Fire safety analyses are increasingly shifting toward computational fluid dynamics, for example with
respect to assessing hardware failure and the spread of the fire. The Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)
program, developed as open source, is used in Finland for this purpose. Its development must be
continued, as the fire safety analyses of nuclear power plants are more difficult than the challenges faced
in regular fire safety design and other areas of industry have no interest in solving them.

Figure 3.6 CFD model of an EPR steam generator. Streamlines of liquid-water (left) and vapor (right) are
colored according to velocity magnitude.
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3.3.4.4

Reactor physics and dynamics

The development of the open-source reactor physical code (SERPENT) has proven to be an international
success. This development should be continued, and the range of application targets should be
broadened. It is also a matter of a larger concept where the goal is a fully independent reactor calculation
system and a fundamental, source-code level understanding of the methods used.
The Finnish requirements state that the criticality safety must be ensured for the all stages of planned
handling, storage and final disposal of the nuclear fuel. There is a growing need to utilise burn-up credits in
the nuclear criticality safety evaluation for the storage of spent fuel. The methods and criteria for this
procedure have to be developed. A computing system linked with burn-up calculation software has to be
developed for the utilisation of burn-up credit. The computing system could be used for calculating the
nuclide composition of spent fuel and its uncertainty for criticality calculations. It must be possible to take
into account uncertainties so that conservative end results can be ensured.
Verifying analyses related to the licensing of new plants, plant modifications of operating plants and
continuous development of fuel require up-to-date reactor dynamics programs and the ability to also apply
them to new situations. There is a particular need for making the description of reactor dynamics more
precise in the topics of 3D fluid dynamics within the reactor and fuel rod bundle, rod-specific power
distribution calculation and the more physical modelling of the fuel.
3.3.4.5

Fuel

Due to the continuous development of nuclear fuels, analysis tools must be developed and maintained and
models need to be improved. The development of computer models must continue to be connected to
international experimental activities.
The development of fuel calculation models must be continued in the direction of modelling starting from
the basic phenomena, while information must also be produced for the analyses of severe accidents and
disposal. New fuel materials and proposed cladding materials beneficial for accident tolerance necessitate
the development of the models. The development of the fuel module, connectible to other programs,
commenced in the SAFIR2014 research programme should be continued.
As the proportion of nuclear power increases in the electrical network, nuclear power plants may be
subject to load-follow operation. Changes in reactor output increase the loading to which the fuel is
subjected. Safe limits must be established for the fuel integrity during plant operations based on load
following.
3.3.4.6

Severe accidents

There must be at least one integral program available in Finland, suitable for verifying analyses of severe
accidents. In addition, Finland must have the capacity to independently review the specific severe
accidents characteristics of new plant types. For example, the assessment of the coolability of melted core
may require both new computational tools and experimental research. Developments must be made in this
programme for analysing steam explosions that take place in containment buildings.
In many new plant types, decay heat is removed from the containment in severe accidents by using
passive decay heat removal systems. Typically, the system has heat transfer devices that conduct the
decay heat to water pools outside of the containment building. It must be possible to verify the functionality
of such a solution in severe accident conditions. Factors that may hamper operations include the
accumulation of non-condensable gases in the system and the attachment of aerosols to the surface of the
heat transfer device. Research on the passive decay heat transfer systems of the containment building
must be integrally connected to thermal hydraulics computational (CFD) and experimental methods.
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Release and dose analyses must be able to justify the distribution of radioactive materials in the gas
and liquid phases. The proportion of gaseous and aerosol-form iodine and the bonding of iodine with
inorganic and organic compounds must also be justified. Methods must be developed that allow the
accuracy of the assumptions used in the analyses to be ensured.
The licensing procedures for new plants set functional ability requirements for instrumentation and
automation during accidents. In severe accidents, in addition to pressure and temperature, the radiation
present in the containment building and in the rooms for accident management equipment affects
operations. There should be a method for making related dose assessments in Finland. The leak tightness
of the containment building during severe accidents depends partly on the durability of the sealing
materials used in penetrations. Finland must have the capacity to investigate sealing materials in
circumstances corresponding to severe accidents.
3.3.4.7

Probabilistic risk analysis (PRA)

PRA level 1 calculation capability in Finland is currently relatively sufficient. Considering the level 1, the
needs are more related to broader training, for example, by teaching modelling in universities. To this
purpose, the educational institutions should have the proper PRA tools, as full-scale PRA is both an
information management system and a computational tool. In both education and the selection of research
topics, we should learn to view PRA as part of risk-informed safety management that provides new
possibilities for prioritising matters and works together with physical accident analyses.
PRA level 2 computation still requires the transfer of competence, development and research. The tool,
SPSA, for the required dynamic calculation (IDPSA, integrated deterministic-probabilistic safety analysis)
is aging and the implementation of a new, extensive software requires work. New possibilities were
researched in the SAFIR2014 programme for dynamic calculation, and it was determined that the current
method should be continued. This, however, requires the development of a new program. At the same
time, interfaces must be included for possible level 3 PRA.
The tools of fire-PRA must be developed to improve their usability and interfaces with other PRA areas.

3.3.4.8

Modelling of environmental impact

In connection with the licensing of plants, it must be possible to make independent estimates of the spread
of radioactive releases into the atmosphere and water environment. The calculation methods are also
needed to support emergency activities.
The Council of State Decree VNa 717/2013 requires that the release of radioactive material due to a
severe accident at a nuclear power plant must not result in the need for broad-scale protective actions or
long-term restrictions on the use of land and water areas. In addition, the probability of a release requiring
early protective actions must be very low. It must be possible to assess the implementation of the goals
through independent calculation methods.
IAEA has prepared a draft for new requirements on accident emergency. In addition to the previously
required design zones (precautionary action zone and emergency planning zone), two longer distances
should be defined and certain protection measures must be prepared for the area within these distances.
The definition of these distances requires the assessment of the environmental emission impact from a
distance of 20 kilometres up to several hundred kilometres. This work has already been started in the
SAFIR2014 programme, but should be continued even after this.
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3.3.4.9

Sump filters

Isolation materials can become loose if pipes are broken during an accident and can end up in the pools in
the containment building in all reactor types. Systems taking water from these pools must be equipped with
suction filters that prevent the entry of isolation materials to the reactor or other parts of the process.
Solutions implemented for this so-called sump problem are based almost solely on experimental data. As
of yet, little reliable information is available. In order to verify the proposed solutions, it is important to
conduct experiments on the effect of the phenomenon on the emergency cooling systems and reactor
core. The present purely empiric or semi-empiric models can be replaced by developing models that better
replicate the physics of the phenomena. It is also possible to test the CFD calculation on the flow of the
solids and on the formation of the filtrate mass.
3.3.4.10

Analysis of electric systems

Operating experiences of electric power networks at nuclear power plants indicate that widespread
disturbances may occur, stopping equipment important for safety or preventing it from working as
expected. The traditional design of electric power distribution systems is largely concentrated on ensuring
overcurrent protection. In electric systems related to safety, the principles of separation of process systems
that need electric power has been adhered to; the electric power network of a nuclear power plant forms in
its normal state an almost uniform entity, however, thus allowing electric disturbances to spread
unrestricted from the source of disturbance to the end consumer. In order to understand the operation and
disturbance response of electricity systems, it must be possible to analyse the dynamic behaviour of threephase electric power distribution systems during all physically sensible electric disturbances.
It is also necessary to survey the protection mechanisms and failure probability of heavy-current
devices typical to nuclear power plants. Electricity supply to end consumers is a chain formed by several
devices and cables where the stopping of a single device may break the chain, even when the supply is
appropriate and done correctly from the device’s perspective. The clearest example of this is the
disturbance at Forsmark in 2006, where protection triggered appropriately with respect to individual UPS
devices cut the power supply to two backup power diesel generators. Knowledge of the sensitivity of the
devices to various disturbance types is needed in order to know how to focus dynamic analyses on
situations in where a system fault may occur.
The reliability of electric power supply internal to the nuclear power plant has traditionally been
improved by increasing the sources of electric power and increasing their diversity. After the Fukushima
accident, it became necessary to increasingly focus on the development of the reliability of the distribution
systems themselves. The probability of the occurrence of common cause failures and the severity of the
consequences must be reduced from the perspective of the entire plant’s safety.

3.4

Structural safety and materials

3.4.1

Description of the research area

A prerequisite for the safe use of nuclear power plants is ensuring the durability of the structures and
reliability of the structural materials under all conditions related to the use of the plants. With respect to
new plants and renewals related to devices and structures, one must also be familiar with the key issues
related to the manufacturability, manufacturing technologies and inspectability of the structures and
components. These factors have already been addressed in earlier research programmes concentrating
on nuclear safety, with which in-depth expertise has been acquired. Research programmes providing
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continuity have helped ensure the safety of our nuclear power plants that have worked reliably since the
1970s. In the new SAFIR2018 programme, there is a need to further increase the expertise in this area,
producing the additional information necessary for improving the life cycle management of the plants and
their components. A joint goal in all research is ensuring the reliability of aging management throughout
the plant’s life cycle. In addition, there is a need to create new collaboration models and, in particular, to
develop international collaboration and its usability from the premise of the programme.
The research area involves the aging of the plants and their components. It will become a key area
when modernising them and building new ones. The area is also very broad, and therefore the research
plan presents key areas of focus for the new programme period.
The research area connects structural safety and materials into a research entity where the aim is to
benefit from expert collaboration. The goal is also to form a broader view of plant life cycle management. A
particular goal is to secure the necessary knowledge and expertise to support the existing Gen II plants
that are in operation and conduct method validation. The operating life of the present plants has been or is
being extended by 10–20 years from the original 30-year or existing 40-year licenses.
The planned operating life of new plants under construction and in design is 60 years. With respect to
the use of new plants, a significant goal is to implement life cycle management programmes so that their
design is already done before the plants are commissioned. Based on experiences from the plants
presently running, this has been deemed important, as aging phenomena and the possibilities for
managing them must be identified already during the design stage. Such factors include material selection,
manufacturing technologies, hydrochemistry and the inspectability of structures and devices at stages
appropriate for the overall plant safety.
Operating stage factors such as the way the plant is run and plant transients play an important role in
the long-term durability of the structures and devices. In-operation monitoring information can be collected
from the feedback obtained in the aging management programme and through condition monitoring and
inspections. Entities of their own in life cycle management are formed by plant modification and
modernisations, which have systematically been implemented in Finland in order to ensure the operation
and operating conditions of the plant compliant with modern requirements. In modernisation projects, aging
management procedures and the plant’s operating and aging information in addition to the design
principles must be taken into consideration in the device and structure design stage.
Plants that are decommissioned (pressure test and monitoring of the containment building to be
dismantled in the Swedish Barsebäck plant) and decommissioned plant parts (steam generator
exchanges, pipeline renewals, damage inspection) and research collaboration can yield valuable
information on aging phenomena, which supports aging management and the related development.
Knowledge regarding the procurement requirements and the operating durability of the original plant
components provides important initial data for the design of a structure or device to be renewed.
The most significant development project of VTT’s research capacities, VTT Centre for Nuclear Safety,
will progress to the construction and commissioning stage during this programme. The renewal of the
research environment will not provide time for significantly modifying the goals set for the programme, but
will create new possibilities for research.
3.4.2

Objectives

Research must target the material and structural solutions of the running plants and those under
construction as well as new plant concepts, the corresponding design and load data and the utilisation of
research capacity and know-how acquired thus far. Research develops the basis for the assessment of the
overall safety of the plants during all stages of the life cycle.
The aim of the research is to increase research information that supports the long-term, reliable use of
our nuclear power plants, particularly with respect to matters involving the integrity of barriers or material
issues that affect the reliability of the safety functions. The research will target the aging phenomena of the
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existing devices and structures and the correctly timed management of their progress. At the same time,
attention must be paid to the utilisation of structure and device-specific aging information, considering the
design and manufacturing related to the replacement of out-of-date plant components. Research will also
target issues involving the material, manufacturing and structure technologies of new nuclear power plants
and those under construction, in order to ensure the appropriate implementation and future in-operation
reliability. The operative capability of the devices and structures in exceptional conditions must also be
taken into account.

Figure 3.7 The relation of projects on aging mechanisms and life cycle management on the life cycle of
the plant.

Thus, the goals of the research cover the entire scope of the topics related to the implementation, use and
life cycle management of nuclear power plant components and structures:

New design criteria for structures and devices, including:
o Criteria identified in the assessment of the overall plant safety
o Existing structures and devices

Failure mechanisms and ensuring structural integrity, including:
o Load specifications, dimensioning requirements and abnormal load conditions
o Material performance and aging in power plant conditions
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o Performance of materials and structures in abnormal load conditions
o Impact of external threats on activities and safety

Life cycle management methods and their application, including:
o Aging monitoring, prevention and consideration in safe use
o Acceptability and quality assurance of equipment and structures
o New material solutions, components and structures
The research topics suit well for different types of structures and components ranging from concrete
structures to metallic reactor-circuit components and further to organic protection or surface materials.
In the research on aging mechanisms and life cycle management, it is essential to recognise how each
project will progress during the plant’s life cycle (figure 3.7). In addition, the usability of different types of
materials can be affected in a variety of ways: the construction stage and long-term, slow aging
mechanisms combined with the difficulty of repairing or replacing structures (foundation, containment
building) are emphasised with concrete structures. Metallic structures can be repaired and replaced with
certain restrictions, although the life cycle of the main components should reach the entire facility’s life
cycle (reactor pressure vessel and steam generator). The aging of polymeric materials has been studied
the least, particularly when exposed to radiation. Although they are the easiest to replace compared to the
above material groups, their role in the improvement of reliability and safety must also be taken into
account by research.
Connecting the research with international collaboration is justified from several perspectives; for
example, collaboration will increase knowledge and the resource pool, it may provide access to new
experimental facilities and enable comparative research on the usage of models, and larger research
objectives can be implemented. International programmes and workgroups have been participated in area,
and experience with the European Euratom collaboration has been gained. In addition, research
collaboration was carried out with the NUGENIA community during the previous programme.
3.4.3

Present state of research

For many programme periods, the SAFIR research programmes have been conducting research on the
failure phenomena of reactor circuit material and structures, on the one hand, and on the assessment of
their impact on the other. Significant research areas have included fracture-mechanical reactor material
research and environmentally assisted corrosion and crack growth research. In addition, structural safety
research has developed significant research capacity internationally for studying impact load and aircraft
collisions, and equipment has been commissioned for studying the load of various structures and load
mechanisms. Structural life cycle management development has also been carried out for some time. The
effect of radiation on materials has been studied in VTT’s hot cell laboratory under the constraints set by its
capacity, referring mostly to research on the development of radiation embrittlement of reactor pressure
vessel steel.
In addition, several projects have been implemented in the SAFIR2014 programme with respect to the
reactor circuit and technical structures and materials, some of which have been minor. The majority of the
projects have simultaneously involved international collaboration, either directly through project results or
by participating in various workgroups and EU and OECD projects parallel to a SAFIR2014 programme
project. Information exchange from international collaboration has not, however, been significantly
reflected in the results of the programme or contributed to the number of international publications made
as part of the programme. According to the international assessment of the SAFIR2014 programme, very
good research has been conducted on the topic, both analytical and experimental methods have been
used and international collaboration has been carried out. However, the lack of research on non-metallic
materials of the equipment and pipelines was pointed out as a future challenge. Similarly, continuous
training of experts could be built into the research projects more clearly.
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During the SAFIR2014 programme, NUGENIA project collaboration has started for six projects, with a
focus on stress corrosion, fracture mechanics and its modelling, the development of surveillance
technologies, radiation embrittlement, and fatigue caused by environmental and thermal changes. The
planning for collaborative international research progresses mostly through the H2020 project preparation.
The goal is to connect the projects with the SAFIR2018 programme where possible.
With respect to research collaboration, broader international projects and programmes to be monitored
include:

The OECD Halden Reactor Project, the target of which is fuel research, in addition to the
material research of reactor internals

OECD NEA:n NDC - Committee for technical studies on nuclear energy development and the
fuel cycle (NDC) workgroup ”Expert Group on Nuclear Power Plant Life Management”.

US NRC PARENT (The Program to Assess the Reliability of Emerging Nondestructive
Techniques), in planning

“ICG-EAC, International Co-operative Group on Environmentally Assisted Cracking” and
“IGRDM International Group on Irradiation Damage Mechanisms in Pressure Vessel Steels”

In addition, the IAEA’s “Development of a methodology for risk-informed in-service inspections
based on PSA", IFRAM (International Forum on Reactor Ageing Management) and the IAEA
Coordinated Research Project “International Generic Aging Lessons Learned Programme,
focussing on the influence of irradiation on materials (RPV, internals, cables…)”, in planning.
3.4.4

Research needs

The needs of the research programme have been divided into seven topics, the broadest of which is the
assessment of failure and damage mechanisms: the knowledge and modelling of aging and failure
mechanisms of components in nuclear power plants (both physical and chemical), including assessment
methods for the radiation tolerance of materials and the effect of radiation on long-term characteristics. An
additional important research topic in the area is the determination and assessment of the joint effect of
different aging mechanisms with respect to life cycle management.
A new research entity is the development of experimental research capability for active materials: VTT
Centre for Nuclear Safetywill be commissioned during the programme and its operation will be started and
verified. Non-destructive examination and assessment methods represent a research area where method
development is continued for the assessment of the aging of equipment and structures.
A central research topic is the advanced assessment methods of structural safety. In addition, in
experimental and computational method development, the overall safety must be considered in addition to
the safety of components and structures.
Life cycle management methods and life cycle extension is a research area that combines different
research topics. It involves understanding the consequential effects of plant modernisation and
modifications and the extension of the operating life in the framework of long-term safety, as well as
method development.
In addition, the goal in the programme is to implement projects that concentrate on new materials, the
components and structures of new plants, and the material requirements and manufacturing and
construction technologies of plant parts to be replaced. The seventh area is an interface between PRAbased and deterministic design: development of the connection between deterministic design and PRA
and the development of assessment methods at the interface of the methods, including the development
of planning methods for risk-informed in-service inspection programs.
The goal of the broad topic entity is to produce research results through experimental work and
computational and modelling work. Therefore, it is feasible to implement the research in various project
types or by combining them. These include benchmark studies, phenomenon-based experimental
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research and modelling, the development and implementation of new research methods and research on
representative experimental structures and real structures.
3.4.4.1

Assessment of failure and damage mechanisms

Understanding environmental effect and load in the framework of the behaviour and characteristics of
material is a key aspect of nuclear power plant safety. The topic covers the change of the characteristics of
aging plant materials during the life cycle, the determination of the changed characteristics, the research
into plant materials and knowledge of different operating environments and loads.
Current topics involving the failure assessment of the components of nuclear power plants include
reactor vessel steels whose operating life is extended and corrosion-resistant steels as pipeline materials,
including their welds and dissimilar metal joints. Environment-caused damage has been researched in
national nuclear safety programmes for a long time now. As the growth of cracks still cannot be described
in sufficient detail and with comprehensive models, and therefore it cannot be reliably modelled, the
programme must continue the research of nucleation and the growth of environment-cause cracks. These
factors are critically important in predicting the life cycle of components and enabling their safe use.
Aging also affects the mechanical and chemical behaviour of many organic materials. For example, the
fire risk of cables may change during the operating life of a plant. The aging of new, fire-protected cables
has practically not been studied. Aging may also occur in structural fire safety components, such as fire
stops, but the phenomena and their importance are not sufficiently well known at present.
It is worth continuing the research and modelling of fracture mechanisms in order to ensure the
durability of aging plants and structural integrity, using more detailed and versatile computational analyses.
During the programme, it is important to develop modelling capacity suitable for the analyses of the
durability and the structural integrity of new plants. The models should also be validated before
commissioning. The scientific goals are the research of cracks of real shapes and the applicability of the
results to real structures.
In the assessment of radiation impact on materials, the central materials researched are reactor
pressure vessel steel, internal component materials of stainless steel and nickel based alloys, and fuel
cladding. The goal is to determine the fracture-mechanical, creep and micro-structural characteristics while
increasing the mechanistic understanding. With respect to reactor pressure vessel steel, conventional
steels should be addressed along with the new type of Russian steel, and the impact of new and old
manufacturing methods on the usability of the materials should be studied. New research needs and
challenges are also present in the field of radiation tolerance of non-metallic materials, such as concrete
structures and cable materials. In this field, it would be useful to carry out international collaboration for
increasing new information and expertise.
Fuel cladding materials are a group of materials on their own whose research cannot be detached from
fuel research. The cladding materials and fuels have developed significantly owing to the suppliers’ work
and use experience. This has also enabled the increase of burn-up limits implemented in Finland in recent
years for the current power plants. A current research topic is the experimental research of cladding
material behaviour in research reactor conditions.
An important research challenge in the field is the cumulative effect of failure phenomena. In real plant
environments, failure phenomena are rarely the consequence of a single phenomenon. The cumulative
effect of different failure mechanisms, such as creeping and fatigue, or corrosion and fatigue, cannot be
assessed through individual failure mechanisms; their synergistic interactions must be determined as well.
Combined aging effects research is a good example of international collaboration.
.
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3.4.4.2

Development of experimental research capacity for active materials

During the SAFIR2018 research programme, the most important new research capacity will be the VTT
Centre for Nuclear Safety. With respect to the hot cells that will be in facility, the greatest change is the
essential improvement of research capacity for highly-active, neutron-irradiated, austenitic stainless steels.
The goal of the programme period will be to demonstrate the research capacity of the facility, for use in
increasing the overall understanding of the effect of radiation on structural and construction materials.
The primary areas of research will involve life cycle extension, reactor pressure vessel steels, austenitic
stainless steels (internal components), fuel element structural parts and fuel cladding materials (GEN III–
IV).
For the sake of obtaining capacity and distributing it, experimental reactor research will be carried out
as part of international collaboration, primarily as part of the OECD/NEA Halden project for fuels, cladding
materials and structural materials alike. The research results will be reported in the SAFIR2018
programme like in the previous programmes. The research capacity for active materials and fuels will
improve significantly with the completion of the JHR reactor. For example, the reactor will have a
mechanical material testing device for measurements under radiation in the core of the reactor and several
other capabilities. The design of the test programmes in the JHR will commence simultaneously with the
SAFIR2018 programme.
3.4.4.3

Non-destructive examination and assessment methods

The importance of developing non-destructive examination methods (NDE) was highlighted in the
assessment of the SAFIR2014 research programme. Research areas for metallic structures include,
among others, the study of the inspectability of fatigue fractures with NDT methods and, in particular, the
verification of the reliability and detection probability of the related observations and the creation of
probability or detection (POD) graphs. A new topic where NUGENIA collaboration is possible would be the
research on magnetite accumulation in the steam generator, which, as a topic, is closely related to the
research of the effect of hydrochemistry in the steam generator. In addition, POD modelling should be
developed for complex objects, such as reactor pressure vessel assembly and dissimilar metal joints.
The goal of the programme is to also apply NDE technologies to concrete structures with a reliability
corresponding to that attained with metal structures. Although steel-reinforced concrete as a porous
material and implemented steel-reinforced concretes as compound materials constitute a diversified
research object, the NDE methods applied there are principally the same as with metal structures. For
example, research needs include the reliability of results obtained with NDT methods on concrete
structures and the suitability of different methods for the life cycle management of nuclear power plant
structures. In concrete research, there is a connection to the National Research Programme on Nuclear
Waste Management (KYT) where the long-term characteristics of concrete are researched experimentally
under final disposal conditions.
3.4.4.4

Advanced assessment methods for structural safety

The topics in structural safety research in the SAFIR2014 programme have covered the study of aircraft
impact and also research on life cycle management. As a new topic, there has been a project related to
the external threat caused by an earthquake and its impact assessment. According to an assessment of
SAFIR2014, the work has partly been very high quality and internationally pioneering. International
collaboration has concentrated on researching impact stress, expanding research on the topic has
expanded to the OECD's WGIAGE programme. ASME is also activating public research of the topic.
In line with the SAFIR2014 programme, the areas of focus in computational assessment of structural
integrity are various plant transient situations and the development of structural analysis methods, and
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determining the loads caused by various process situations in a more realistic way: e.g., thermal stress
and heat stress in liquid-structure interaction analyses, and realistic assessment of residual welding stress,
also considering the load and effect of operating time. On the other hand, earthquake stress and its
computational impact assessment are critically important to the new plants. In the future, instructions must
also be given for the commonly acceptable usages of the related complex software, and for calculation
methods in general. Event information databases (e.g., CODAP, FIRE) should be developed and
maintained for calculation, as they would enable the statistical processing of the phenomena in the plant’s
life cycle management.
Determining the fracture-mechanical parameters of radiated material based on experiments involves
continuous development of the calculation methods. The established examinations based on the Master
graph and their development will also retain their central role in the future. The development of numerical
analysis methods requires more accurate material characterisation methods as well, and this means that
experimental research must continue.

Figure 3.8 Estimation of containment’s leak tightness and strength at the limits of the post-tensioning
system.
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LBB research aims at obtaining sufficient certainty that a primary pipe cannot break. The topic continues to
be important, particularly for new plants. During research, an attempt should be made to determine and
also justify its use as a design principle.
At present, the concrete structures of nuclear power plants, particularly the containment building, are
designed to withstand considerable unexpected loads. Ensuring the load tolerance requires reliable
specifications of the structure’s integrity. For containment buildings, the most important methods are
stress, deformation, temperature and humidity measurements using fixed and temporary measurement
devices. In this respect, it is important to follow the development of the field’s international standards.
Computational methods for assessing the bending and perforation of a straight wall have been
developed and verified for the calculation environment parallel to the analytical models, validated with the
test results and deployed in the framework of the previous SAFIR programmes. However, as shown by
OECD's international IRIS_2010 and IRIS_2012 benchmarks, a universal computational method and
sufficiently broad-scale expertise are still lacking for the assessment of severe damage to an impactstressed reinforced concrete wall.
Broad-scale international collaboration carried out within the framework of previous research
programmes has enabled the implementation of experimental programmes designed to resolve limited
problems. In order for the computational results to be reliable, the methods and models must be verified
and validated with experimental results. Thus, all relevant test results should naturally be used in the
development of models and numerical methods.
The dimensioning of structural fire safety is based on assumptions on fire development, performance
measured under standardised conditions and the performance requirements set by plant solutions. There
are computational methods for the functional dimensioning for structural fire safety but, however, the
dimensioning adheres to a tradition that dates back decades. The modelling and simulation methods
should be developed so that the behaviour of real structures and their components during a fire can be
assessed computationally. The methods should be such that they can be combined with probabilistic fire
simulations in order to create a design PRA connection.
More interaction with other research areas of the SAFIR2018 programme should be created in the field
of structural integrity, such as the assessment of the safety significance of phenomena and structures with
respect to overall plant safety. In addition, the utilisation of international research programmes (e.g., the
OECD/NEA CASH project (capacity of reinforced concrete shear walls)) should be improved. Important
views in the CASH research programme include: double-cladding structures, modular construction, the
assessment of various regulations and standards in nuclear power plant structures, the implementation
and integration of 4D modelling for constructability and design needs and more broad-scale utilisation of
experimental equipment.
3.4.4.5

Life cycle management methods and life cycle extension

Systematic methods should be developed for turning research data on reactor circuits into manageable
entities, supporting the lifetime management of plants, and integrating the data into computation systems.
The IAEA has published a lifetime management process, describing the stages and elements of lifetime
management that is used as a basis for current processes. This methodological development is very
important for new plants, because with sufficiently advanced systems, systematic lifetime management
could start at the construction stage. In addition to method development, it is essential to convert the
available research information into a form where it is suitable for calculation and modelling. The central
goals are the utilisation of information in various calculation programmes essential to reactor safety. Some
research topics within lifetime management are:
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•
life cycle management methods, mapping currently used methods and identifying and
fulfilling development needs
•
gathering research information and improving its usability
•
integrating research and operating information with various composite programs
The goal is also to support the aging management of plant components that need to be modernised or
modified (equipment and structures), particularly during the course of lengthy operating times, and to
understand the consequential effects of plant modifications and modernisations on the long-term safety of
the plant.
During the operating life of the plants and, in particular, when the operating life is extended, plant
changes and modernisations are performed in order to improve the safety and operability of the plants,
and also because of the physical or technological aging of the plant components. Understanding the effect
of modernisations and modifications on the safety of the plant and on the future aging of the existing and
new plant components is critical. Thus, research on the structural safety and material reliability must also
cover the entire life cycle of the new plant components used in the modernisation or modification of
existing plants. This means that the choice of the materials for replacement plant components, their
manufacturing technologies, regular inspectability and operating conditions must be taken into account. In
addition, the fulfilment of these design principles must be taken into consideration in the research of the
replacement structures and plant components.
When researching aging phenomena, valuable information can be obtained from studies involving the
aging and the cause of the aging of plant components that are modernised and decommissioned (e.g.,
steam generator exchanges, pipeline renewals, damage examination). Research related to understanding
plant modifications and plant component replacements could emphasise the view of how various aging
phenomena are presented.
With respect to plant components to be renewed, the object could be potential new materials and
manufacturing technologies in the operating conditions in question, or materials and manufacturing
technologies for which there is only very short-term operating experience information available. In addition
to understanding possible aging phenomena, it is necessary to determine the effect of new manufacturing
technologies and structural solutions on aging and their impact on the inspectability of plant components or
materials.
Plant modifications and plant component renewals may also cause changes in operating conditions and
the effect of these changes on material aging must be researched. When selecting materials for plant
components to be renewed, it may be necessary to assess their acceptability under accident conditions
and under severe reactor accident conditions. Thence, the choice of materials important for safety often
also requires information on the materials' properties in extreme conditions, such as temperatures
considerably higher than the operating environment and the simultaneous cumulative effect of radiation
and humidity.
3.4.4.6

New material solutions

For the purpose of evaluating the implementation and licensing of future plant projects, it is necessary to
be aware of new plant alternatives, their material and structural solutions and new production techniques.
With respect to life cycle management, materials to study include, among others, nickel-based pipe
material (OL3), which is also a structural material in the primary and secondary circuits. In addition, the
new reactor pressure vessel steel (FH1) may become a current material for research during the
programme.
New production techniques and structural solutions will be used in the construction of third-generation
plants. For instance, the use of narrow-groove welding will increase significantly in the new plants, which
makes it an important technique to research and characterise, particularly with regard to ageing. At
Olkiluoto 3, the welding seam between the reactor pressure vessel and pipes has been made in an entirely
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new way, and its effects on ageing must be evaluated. The new plant types built in Finland will also contain
other novel structural solutions, such as primary circuit pipes made out of low-alloy steel. The aim of
reducing the number of welding seams will lead to larger components, which will be challenging to
manufacture.
Changes in production techniques and structures are also a challenge for component lifetime
management. On the other hand, this is the first time that lifetime management can be systematically
planned prior to the commissioning of the plants, which opens up new opportunities for management
methods.
New plant concepts can also comprise new fuel cladding tubes and materials whose properties under
reactor conditions must be known in relation to both safety and lifetime management. The future plants
also have much higher life expectancies than the current ones. The planned useful life is now 60 years,
but designers in the USA are already discussing lifetimes of 80 years.
Cable materials are also continuously developing, and an area of development important for safety
involves new fire protection materials, thus making it necessary to study new fire-protected cables through
experiments and numerically. The topic has been identified as an important development area in
international projects as well.
A four-year preparation of European construction technical and pressure vessel standards suitable for
the design of nuclear power plants is about to commence in Europe. The new standards should be based
on research results.
3.4.4.7

Interface between probabilistic and deterministic design

The computation of failure probability requires multidisciplinary competence, including at least probability
mathematics, strength theory, fracture mechanics and material science. To support the necessary initial
crack estimates, international damage databases such as OPDE and CODAP can be used. The
calculation of damage potential also involves the effect of examinations. As they are usually needed in the
form of POD functions, this presents an obvious topic for collaboration with NDE research. There is a need
to develop more numerous and detailed POD functions for the calculation.
In addition to PRA, another risk approach important to nuclear power plants is the risk-informed design
methods for pipe system examination programs, i.e., RI-ISI. PRA analyses mostly apply to active
components while RI-ISI analyses apply to passive pipeline components. Thus, the different analysis
methods also supplement one another. Finnish regulatory guides for nuclear power plants require RI-ISI
analyses of both new and existing plants for all of their pipeline systems. In order to more precisely assess
the effect of inspection targeting on the quantitative change of the risk with the RI-ISI method, it should be
possible to more comprehensively and more precisely model the impact of various damage mechanisms,
i.e., their damage potential.
Research on the topic is also necessary when developing fire-prevention defence-in-depth
methodology, when aiming to prevent all ignition and spreading mechanisms of a fire and the gradual
compromising of plant safety. This research requires the management of the interface between
deterministic design and PRA.
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4.

Summary

The safe use of nuclear power requires national expertise based on high-quality scientific research.
Chapter 7a of the Finnish Nuclear Energy Act, which came into effect in 2004, sets the objective of
national nuclear safety research: to ensure that if new matters related to the safe use of nuclear power
plants should arise, the authorities possess sufficient technical expertise and other competence for
determining the significance of those matters without delay. The aim of the nuclear safety programme
planned for 2015–2018, with the working name SAFIR2018, is to ensure expertise particularly in topics
where no research would otherwise take place in Finland. The research projects of the SAFIR2018 nuclear
safety programme are required to be scientifically of high-quality and their results must be publishable. The
results must also be widely usable and thus cannot be restricted to the licensing of the nuclear power
plants of a single licensee.
The programme is funded by the Finnish State Nuclear Waste Management Fund (VYR), as well as
other key organisations operating in the area of nuclear energy that independently decide on their funding.
The annual funding of the SAFIR2014 programme has been approximately 10 million euros per year. In
the new programme, the goal is to keep Finnish funding at the same level at least and to increase
international funding.
Several licensing and safety evaluation projects have been planned for the SAFIR2018 programme
period or a time immediately following it: Olkiluoto 3’s operating license, Fennovoima’s construction license
for Hanhikivi 1, Olkiluoto 4’s construction license, the periodic safety review of Loviisa 1 and 2 plant units
and the renewal of the operating licenses of Olkiluoto 1 and 2 plant units. In addition, at both the Loviisa
and Olkiluoto plants, modernisation and improvement projects have been planned, including also
significant automation renewals.
As new plant projects advance, more expert resources in the field are needed. The SAFIR2018
programme works as an environment that provides nuclear safety researchers the possibility for in-depth
training and commitment required by the topic. An additional important goal of the programme is to train
young new experts for the field.
The significance of the high scientific level of national research is emphasised as the activities become
more international. The SAFIR2018 programme is an important channel for communication regarding
international activities. However, only the high quality of national research enables growing participation in
international research collaboration. Particularly experimental environments are expensive and, despite
significant Finnish investment in the coming years, participation in international development projects and
the utilisation of international infrastructure are necessary in order to maintain the high quality of Finnish
activities.
The research content and administration design of SAFIR2018 have taken into account the international
assessment of the SAFIR2014 research programme [3] ordered by the MEE and implemented during the
spring of 2014 and other studies and assessments performed within the programme. Similarly, the
recommendations of the research strategy for the nuclear power sector [5] and the report of the national
competence workgroup on the nuclear energy field [4] have been taken into account.
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The administrative structure of SAFIR2018 differs significantly from that of SAFIR2014. The goal has
been to improve administrative work efficiency and reduce it in projects and groups steering the projects.
Correspondingly, the aim has been to strengthen the multidisciplinary nature and content guidance of the
projects. The programme’s operating model consists of a managament board and the three research area
steering groups working under it. Each project is associated with a reference group concentrating on its
content and scientific control, the area of which may be related to one or more research areas. The new
structure and operating model per se reduce the number of necessary administrative meetings, and the
reporting periods of the projects have also been extended.
The research planned for the SAFIR2018 programme has been grouped into three research areas:
plant safety and systems engineering, reactor safety, and structural safety and materials.
Plant overall safety and systems engineering comprise a broad-scale, multidisciplinary research entity
that requires increasingly better co-operation from research organisations and other actors in the nuclear
power field. Key research areas include interfaces between operations and technology fields and issues
significant to the plant entity, such as design principles and the activities of humans and organisations.
New technical solutions also require new methods for assessing system behaviour and safety.
In the field of reactor safety, the central goal has been to ensure that Finland has experimental facilities,
validated computational methods and personnel trained in their use. The methods must form a whole with
which authorities can independently assess the presentations of the plant suppliers and licensees. The
maintenance and development of the use of the equipment and software also require continuity.
The aim of the research on structural safety and materials is to increase research information that
supports the long-term, reliable use of Finland’s nuclear power plants, particularly with respect to matters
involving the integrity of barriers and material issues that affect the reliability of the safety functions. The
research will target the aging phenomena of the existing devices and structures and the correctly timed
management of their progress. The information is utilised in the design and manufacture of plant
components to be replaced. Issues involving the material, manufacturing and structural engineering
technologies of new nuclear power plants and those under construction are also important; these must be
mastered in order to ensure the appropriate implementation and future in-operation reliability.
A 19-person planning group appointed by the MEE, the chairmen of the SAFIR2014 programme’s
reference groups and several other experts have actively participated in the preparation of the framework
plan. The planning had members from the Ministry of Employment and the Economy (MEE), Radiation
and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK), Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation (Tekes), Fennovoima Oy,
Fortum, Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (TVO), Aalto University, the Lappeenranta University of Technology and
VTT. The organisations participating in the planning represent the end users of the results and research
organisations.
The framework plan presents the desired topics for research programme projects and conveys the
planning group’s view of the central issues and research needs among the topics. The new research
programme will be formed according to the project proposals presented and the quality of the proposals.
As a new form in the programme, there are rapid study projects on topics on which a research project
would not have been started and which can be ordered annually by the steering group.
The research areas and research needs given in the framework plan are based on the knowledge of the
planning group in June 2014. The SAFIR2018 research programme takes into account changes that will
take place during the programme, and projects on new topics can also be started during the programme
when they support its goals.
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